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Form and formation of probabilistic sensory-motor circuits

Kristofer E. Bouchard

Abstract

The majority of distinct motor (and sensory) events are encountered as temporally

ordered sequences with rich probabilistic structure.  The control and perception of

behavior is supported by neurons with both sensory and motor fields.  Hebbian plasticity

is thought to shape neural circuits to represent the statistics of inputs and outputs.  These

observations about the brain and behavior suggest that Hebbian plasticity could engrain

sequence probability in sensory-motor circuits.  The Bengalese finch produces a learned

song composed of probabilistically sequenced syllables.  In songbirds, HVC is a sensory-

motor circuit essential for the temporal/sequential control and perception of song.  We

used a combination of behavioral measurements, electrophysiological recordings, and

computational modeling to investigate if and how HVC activity reflects the probability of

produced sequences.

In Chapter 1 we investigated the Hebbian mechanisms that give rise to synapses

representing sequence probabilities using neural network simulations.  We show that

Hebbian plasticity with balanced competitive and homogenizing forces can develop a

synaptic representation of either the forward or backward transition probabilities of input

sequences, depending on the site of synaptic competition.  This demonstrates that both
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the forward and backward sequence probabilities can be encoded in sensory-motor

circuits.

Chapter 2 tested whether and how HVC neurons exhibit predictive activity modulated by

the forward probability of upcoming syllables by recording neural activity evoked during

and following the playback of syllable sequences.  We show that playback of a sequence

induces post-stimulus activity that is similar to neural activity evoked by the next syllable

in the sequence for low variability transitions, but not for high variability transitions.

This demonstrates that the forward probabilities of produced sequences are reflected in

induced HVC activity.

Chapter 3 tested whether and how auditory feedback statistics are encoded in HVC by

playing back pseudo-randomly sequenced syllables from the bird’s repertoire.  We find

that auditory responses to individual syllables integrate over several syllables and are

positively modulated by the backward probability that previous sequences were produced

during singing.  This demonstrates that the backward probabilities of produced sequences

are reflected in evoked HVC activity.
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Introduction: Form and formation of probabilistic sensory-motor circuits
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The majority of complex behaviors, such as swinging a baseball bat or vocalizing, unfold

overtime not as a single, ballistic movement, but as coordinated sequences of sub-

movements1-3.  Furthermore, the sensory world also exhibits temporal structure and so

perception can also be thought of as processing a series of sequential events2, 4.  A

hallmark of many complex behaviors (as well as the sensory world) is that the sequencing

of elements is, generally speaking, neither completely stereotyped nor completely

random, but instead exhibits rich statistical structure in the probability that one sub-

movement transitions to any other.  The ability of an organism to recognize and generate

sequences with reproducible probabilistic structure necessitates that the brain circuits

underlying these abilities encode this probabilistic structure.  Despite the ubiquity of rich

probabilistic structure in both perceptual and behavioral sequences, how probabilistic

sequences are encoded in the brain is poorly understood.

In the brain, the circuits that underlie many sensory-motor functions constitute an

interconnected, yet hierarchically organized system (although re-afferent connections are

extent)5-10.  The brain areas at the top of the sensory-motor ‘hierarchy’, at the interface

between primarily sensory and primarily motor areas, are neural circuits often composed

of neurons that exhibit both sensory responses and motor activity5, 6, 10-17.  That is, the

same neurons that are engaged during the production of a behavior also respond to the

sensory consequences of that behavior presented in isolation5, 6, 10-17.  The ‘mirrored’

sensory-motor property of these neurons is thought to enable computations that require

both sensory and motor information2, 10, 11, 13-16, 18, 19.  Such computations are thought to

underlie many crucial functions of the nervous system, such as the ability to learn from

the observation of others (imitation learning)11, 15, 20, 21, as well as the use of sensory-

feedback to control behavior2, 10, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23.  The functional consequences of neurons with
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both sensory and motor fields for the learning, perception and production of probabilistic

sequences have not been fully explored.

The ability to perceive and produce probabilistic sequences is often not innately pre-

specified, but instead requires learning from experience of those sequences.  A primary

force that shapes neural circuits is the sequential structure of their inputs and outputs.

This force acts through processes collectively known as Hebbian plasticity3, 24-38.  The

basic idea of Hebbian plasticity is summarized as “neurons that fire together, wire

together”.  In other words, when two neurons are both coactive, the connection between

them, known as a synapse, is strengthened.  When one or the other is active while the

other is inactive, the synapse between them is weakened.  When neither is active, the

synapse does not change.  Although Hebbian plasticity has been extensively studied both

theoretically and experimentally, investigations of Hebbian learning of probabilistic

sequences are lacking.

Taken together, these general observations about brain and behavior give rise to the

central hypothesis of my thesis:

As both behavior and perception are composed of statistically reproducible sequences,

Hebbian plasticity shapes the neural circuits that perceive and produce those sequences

to reflect their statistics.

Human Speech and the Speech System

Human speech provides a prime example of both a behavior and a sensory stimulus that

has reproducible statistical structure1, 39-43.  For example, within a given language, a

particular phoneme will transition to any other phoneme with some probability, and this
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conditional probability has both perceptual40, 44 and behavioral affects42, 43.  Interestingly,

it has been shown that both young children and adults can learn to recognize the

statistical regularities in spoken languages40, 44.  It is thought that the processes utilized in

this type of learning is engaged, and partially underlies, the ability to learn to produce and

recognize speech during development40, 44.  The ability to learn the statistical regularities

in spoken languages, and to utilize this learning for both perception and production of

speech, suggests that Hebbian mechanisms are active in the neural circuits that underlie

the perception and production of speech sequences.

The areas of the human brain that produce and perceive human speech have been studied

for over a century.  It is now clear that the human speech system constitutes an

interconnected, yet hierarchically organized sensory-motor circuit5, 6 (Figure 0-1.a).  In

particular, areas of the frontal cortex, including the inferior frontal gyrus (Broca’s area)

and parts of ventral pre-motor cortex (PMv), send the control signals for particular

vocalizations down the canonical motor pathway5, 6.  Furthermore, these frontal cortical

areas also receive auditory input from high-level auditory areas, such as the superior

temporal gyrus (STG, a.k.a. Wernicke’s area), and exhibit auditory responses to speech

sounds5, 6, 17.  Thus, we can think of these frontal cortical areas as not simply being motor

areas for vocal production, but as sensory-motor areas that integrate sensory information

with on-going pre-motor control signals6.
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Bengalese Finch Song and the Song System

The Bengalese finch, a songbird, provides another example of an animal that produces a

learned, probabilistically sequenced vocal behavior.  Young male songbirds learn their

song from a tutor, typically their father21, 23, 45, 46.   A song is composed of discrete acoustic

elements, termed syllables, and denoted with letters (see Figure 0-2).  Like human

speech, the sequencing of these syllables is neither completely stereotyped nor

completely random, but instead exhibits a reproducible stochastic structure.  Figure 0-2.c
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illustrates a transition diagram for one bird's song in which each node corresponds to a

unique syllable from the bird's repertoire and edges connecting nodes reflect the

probability of transitions between syllables.  In this diagram, the thickness of each edge

reflects the probability of transitioning from a given syllable to any other syllable.  We

refer to this as divergence probability [D = P(Sj(t+1)|Si(t))].  Figure 0-2.d (‘divergence

probability') illustrates the values of divergence probability for a hypothetical set of

transitions.  While divergence probability is typically used in characterizing the statistics

of sequence generation, these statistics can equally well be characterized by an alternative

measure of transition probability that we refer to as convergence probability.

Convergence probability reflects the probability of transitioning to a given syllable from

any other syllable [C = P(Sj(t-1)|Si(t))].  Figure 0-2.d ('convergence probability’)

illustrates the values of convergence probability associated with the same hypothetical set

of transitions.  Generally speaking, for variably sequenced behaviors, the divergence and

convergence probabilities will not be the same (Fig. 0-2.d, e.g. a->c).
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In songbirds, the brain areas responsible for the perception, production, and learning of a

bird’s song are well studied.  Like the human speech system, the song system is an

interconnected, yet hierarchically organized sensory-motor circuit7-9, 23, 47, 48 (Figure 0-1.b).

In the song system, sensory-motor nucleus HVC (acronym used as proper name) provides

much of the descending motor control for the temporal structure of learned song (Fig.

1.b) and is likely to be involved in song sequencing9, 12, 14, 16, 49-51.  Like the sensory-motor

areas of the human speech system (e.g. PMv), HVC not only sends descending motor

control signals, it also receives highly processed auditory input8, 10, 13, 14, 52-56.  Interestingly,

HVC neurons respond more strongly to auditory playback of the bird’s own song (BOS)

relative to manipulated versions of BOS, such as songs with reverse syllable ordering8, 52,

53, demonstrating that the auditory responses of HVC neurons depend on syllable

sequencing.  Furthermore, it has been shown that both the production of the timing and

sequencing of song, as well as the activity of HVC neurons, exhibit online sensitivity to

auditory feedback during singing16, 57.  Finally, it has been suggested that playback of

BOS stimuli engages the same circuitry in HVC that is utilized during singing10, 14, 16, 58.

Together, these results show that HVC is a sensory-motor integration area that is

intimately involved in the production and perception of the temporal/sequential structure

of song.

My central hypothesis for birdsong is thus:

As a bird’s song is composed of probabilistically sequenced syllables, through Hebbian

plasticity, the brain areas involved in the perception and production of song sequences

(i.e. HVC) exhibit neural activity that reflects the probability of those sequences.
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To investigate this hypothesis, my dissertation consisted of 3 chapters, each addressing a

different question raised by the hypothesis:

Chapter 1.  How does the brain learn probabilistic sequences?

Chapter 2.  How does the brain predict and produce probabilistic sequences?

Chapter 3.  How does the brain encode the probability of sequential feedback?

Chapter 1: How does the brain learn probabilistic sequences?

The existence of learned, probabilistically sequenced behaviors (i.e. human speech, bird

song) demonstrates that neural circuits are capable of learning to encode the transition

probability between one elementary behavioral action and another.  The ubiquity and

generality of such learned probabilistic sequences suggest that the learning mechanisms

that engrain this probabilistic structure in neural circuits are likely to be just as ubiquitous

and general.  However, theoretical investigations of sequence learning have been limited

to the context of simple, linear sequences, and therefore have not addressed the problem

of sequence learning in the general case24, 25, 30, 59.  In Chapter 1, we investigated the

mechanisms by which Hebbian synaptic plasticity shapes unstructured networks to reflect

the conditional probability of input sequences.

The results of Chapter 1 show that a local Hebbian learning rule can enable a network to

encode the experienced transition probabilities of input sequences in its synaptic weights.

We found that the ability of Hebbian plasticity to accurately represent the experienced

sequential probabilities relies on balancing the competitive forces that drive learning with
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the homogenizing forces that stabilize synapses against the strongest input correlations.

We further show that the representation of sequence statistics that becomes encoded in

the network depends on the site of heterosynaptic competition.  When synaptic

competition is implemented pre-synaptically, the network develops a representation in

which synaptic weights are proportional to the conditional forward probabilities of the

experienced input sequences (divergence probability).  In contrast, when synaptic

competition is implemented post-synaptically, the network develops synaptic weights that

are proportional to the backward conditional probabilities (convergence probability).

These results describe the Hebbian mechanisms underlying the engraining of

probabilistic sequences in the synaptic weights of a neural network and demonstrate that

both the divergence and convergence probabilities can be encoded.

Chapter 2: How does the brain predict and produce probabilistic sequences?

As mentioned above, the structure of both sensory and behavioral sequences is neither

completely stereotyped nor completely random, but instead exhibits statistical

regularities.  The statistical reproducibility of sequences enables an organism to predict

upcoming sensory/behavioral states based on the current state2-4, 19, 60-62.  The ability of an

organism to form predictions based on the statistics of experienced sequences implies that

the neural circuits underlying the perception and production of those sequences exhibit

predictive dynamics that reflect these statistics.  Indeed, the results of Chapter 1

demonstrate that, through Hebbian plasticity, the conditional probabilities associated with

experienced sequences can be engrained in neural circuits.  Despite the numerous

demonstrations of sequential neuronal activation12, 51, 62-70, experimental demonstration of
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neural circuits exhibiting predictive dynamics that reflect the detailed experienced

statistical structure of upcoming events are limited39.

Therefore, in Chapter 2, we tested whether and how HVC neurons exhibit predictive

dynamics that reflect the statistics of an individual’s song by recording neural activity

evoked during the playback of syllable sequences as well as the induced activity

following these sequences.  We show that playback of BOS induces robust post-stimulus

activity that exhibits large scale temporal structure that is similar to BOS evoked auditory

responses.  Furthermore, we demonstrate that the fine-grained temporal structure of post-

stimulus activity induced by playback of a BOS sequence is similar to neural activity

evoked by the next syllable in the sequence for low entropy transitions, but not for high

entropy transitions.  Thus, the uncertainty of a given transition modulates the predictive

strength of post-stimulus induced dynamics.  By varying the final inter-syllable gap

during sequence playback, we demonstrate that the temporal tuning for individual

syllables reflects the produced temporal statistics of that transition.  Our results

demonstrate that HVC dynamics are predictive of upcoming syllables and are tuned to

the statistics of produced song.  Furthermore, they motivate a simple neural circuit that

can both generate probabilistic song sequences and account for sensory responses to the

playback of those sequences.

Chapter 3: How does the brain encode the probability of sequential feedback?

In many sensory-motor systems5, 6, 10-17, 20, 39, 58, including the human speech system5, 6, 17,

the same neurons that are responsible for the control of a behavior are also responsive to
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the sensory consequences of the behavior presented in isolation, that is, the resulting

sensory feedback (i.e. the sound of one’s own voice).  Due to the time necessary for the

neural processing of both sensory inputs and motor outputs during behavioral sequences,

sensory feedback is necessarily delayed relative to pre-motor activity 2, 6, 13, 16, 19, 57, 71, 72.

One consequence of this sensory-motor delay is that, during the course of normal

behavior, the brain experiences the probabilistic association between sensory feedback

signals from previous actions and pre-motor activity controlling the current action2, 6, 13, 16,

19, 57, 71, 72.  This suggests that through the repeated experience of pre-motor activity

coincident with sensory feedback from previous behaviors, associational learning rules,

such as Hebbian synaptic plasticity26, 28, 29, 32, 36-38, could shape sensory-motor circuits to

reflect the probabilistic correspondence between pre-motor activity controlling current

actions and sensory feedback resultant from previous actions.  In Chapter 3 we used the

Bengalese finch as a model system to investigate if and how an individual’s learned

sensory feedback statistics are encoded in the sensory-motor circuitry (i.e. HVC)

responsible for the perception and production of behavioral sequences.

 To test whether and how HVC auditory responses are modulated by the statistics of

auditory feedback, we recorded the responses of neurons in HVC to playback of variably

sequenced syllables.  We found that the magnitude of auditory responses to playback of a

given syllable when embedded within a sequence was positively modulated by the

convergence probability of the preceding sequence.   Moreover, convergence probability

provided a better account of neural responses than other statistical descriptions of

sequence structure, such as divergence probability.  We show through neural network
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simulations of the sensory-motor mapping that the observed correspondence between

convergence probability and auditory responses can naturally emerge through Hebbian

synaptic plasticity.  These results demonstrate that, through Hebbian plasticity, the

experienced statistical structure between sensory feedback signals and on-going pre-

motor activity can become encoded in the circuits responsible for integrating that

feedback with the motor signals controlling the corresponding behavior.  Our findings

suggest that an encoding of the statistical correspondence between pre-motor activity and

sensory feedback from previous actions should be a general principle of sensory-motor

circuits underlying feedback dependent behavioral sequences.

Summary

In summary, the results of this dissertation demonstrate that auditory responses in

sensory/motor nucleus HVC reflect several aspects of the statistical structure of produced

songs.  In particular, this work shows that both the forward (divergence) and backward

(convergence) probabilities of produced song sequences influence auditory responses of

HVC neurons and provides neural network models that account for these observations.

We further demonstrate that the structure of these networks can emerge from Hebbian

plasticity mechanisms.  Taken together, these results provide support for the hypothesis

that the statistics of sensory and motor sequences shape the neural circuits that perceive

and produce those sequences through Hebbian plasticity.
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Chapter 1

Hebbian mechanisms underlying the learning of Markov sequence probabilities
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Abstract

The majority of distinct motor (and sensory) events are encountered as temporally

ordered sequences with rich probabilistic structure.  However, little is known about the

Hebbian mechanisms that develop variable synapses representing the statistics of

experienced probabilistic sequences.  Here, we investigate the Hebbian mechanisms that

allow for the development of synapses representing conditional sequence probabilities.

We show that a generalized Hebbian synaptic plasticity rule with pre-synaptic

competition develops synaptic weights that represent the conditional forward transition

probabilities present in the input sequence while post-synaptic competition gives rise to a

synaptic representation of the conditional backward probabilities of the same input

sequence.  We demonstrate that to stably but flexibly reflect the conditional probability of

a neurons inputs/outputs, local Hebbian plasticity should balance the magnitude of

synaptic depression relative to potentiation (strength of competitive force) with the

weight dependence of synaptic change (strength of homogenizing force).  These forces

interact to control both the rate at which structure emerges and the entropy of the final

distribution of synaptic weights.  These results demonstrate that the site of synaptic

competition dictates the learned probabilistic structure and highlights the necessity of

balancing competitive and homogenizing forces in learning.

Introduction

The majority of complex behaviors, such as swinging a baseball bat or vocalizing, unfold

overtime not as a single, ballistic movement, but as coordinated sequences of sub-

movements1, 3, 41.  Furthermore, the sensory world also exhibits temporal structure and so
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perception can also be thought of as processing a series of sequential events4, 69.  A

hallmark of many complex behaviors (as well as the sensory world) is that the sequencing

of elements is, generally speaking, not stereotyped (i.e. not a linear sequence) but instead

exhibits rich statistical structure in the probability that one sub-movement transition to

any other.  For example, within a given language, a particular phoneme will transition to

any other phoneme with some probability, and this conditional probability has both

perceptual40, 43, 44 and behavioral affects42.  Another example of a learned behavior

exhibiting a rich probabilistic sequential structure is the song of the Bengallese finch, in

which the probability of transitioning between distinct vocal outputs is variable (Figure 1-

3.a).  The existence of these learned, probabilistically sequenced behaviors demonstrates

that neural circuits are capable of learning to encode the transition probability between

one elementary behavioral action and another.  The ubiquity and generality of such

learned probabilistic sequences suggest that the learning mechanisms that engrain this

probabilistic structure in neural circuits are likely to be just as ubiquitous and general.

Here, we investigate the mechanisms by which Hebbian synaptic plasticity shapes

unstructured networks to reflect the conditional probability of sequential activity.

We consider how networks that encode variable sequences can be developed in response

to the natural statistics of sequences to which those networks are exposed.  Our basic

approach to this general question is to focus on the degree to which the variable statistics

of transitions that are imposed on a network (through the training stimulus) can become

encoded in the synaptic weights of the network.  For simplicity, we equate each node in

our network with an elemental behavioral action and ask whether the network can learn
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to connect nodes of the network with synaptic weights that reflect the transition

probabilities between the corresponding actions.  Our premise is that the synaptic

encoding of behaviorally variable transitions results in a network that is sufficient to

reproduce similar behavioral variability73.

To make these abstract issues more specific, we illustrate our model and results using the

statistics of syllable sequencing in Bengalese finch song.  Bengalese finch song is a

learned behavior that is composed of a discrete set of 5-12 distinct elements (syllables)

that can be produced in variable sequences.  Of particular relevance to the problem that

we set out here, the specific transition probabilities at variable points in song can take on

different values for different transitions.  For example, in a given bird the syllable 'A'

might transition to the syllable 'B' 60% of the time and to the syllable 'C' 40% of the time,

while the syllable 'X' might transition to the syllable 'Y' 80% of the time and to the

syllable 'Z' 20% of the time.  While these transitions are variable, the statistics of

transitions for a given bird are also stationary in the sense that there is little change in

transition probabilities over time (J.T.Sakata, personal communication).  Thus, for

Bengalese finch song, the question that we address is: how can a neural network learn to

encode information about the relative probabilities of transitions between discrete

syllables and stably maintain this representation over time?

While we focus on Bengalese finch song for concreteness, we note that the same basic

issues arise for any sequential behavior in which there can be variability in the transitions

between actions.  Moreover, our framework is equally applicable to the question of how a
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network encodes information about the statistics of sensory inputs that are composed of

individual elements that can be variably sequenced.  For example, in humans, both

infants and adults are capable of learning statistical regularities in speech sequences40, 44.

Hence, our results speak to the very general issue of how neural circuits come to

represent the conditional sequence probabilities to which they are exposed.

Our results show that a simple local Hebbian learning rule can enable a network to

encode experienced transition probabilities in its synaptic weights.  The ability of the

Hebbian plasticity rule to accurately represent the experienced sequential probabilities

relies on balancing the competitive forces that drive learning with the homogenizing

forces that stabilize synapses against strong input correlations.  Here, increasing the ratio

of synaptic depression relative to synaptic potentiation interacts with weight

normalization to result in stronger synaptic competition, while increasing the weight

dependence of synaptic modification increases the homogenizing force.  We further show

that the representation of sequence statistics that becomes encoded in the network

depends on the site of heterosynaptic competition.  When synaptic competition is

implemented pre-synaptically (by normalizing the pre-synaptic sum), the network

develops a representation in which synaptic weights are proportional to the conditional

forward probabilities of the experienced input sequences – that is the probability that a

given state transitions to each of the possible upcoming states.  In, contrast, when

synaptic competition is implemented post-synaptically (by normalizing the post-synaptic

sum), the network develops synaptic weights that are proportional to the backward

conditional probabilities - that is the probability that a given state was reached from each
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of the possible preceding states.  Together, these results elucidate the Hebbian

mechanisms underlying the engraining of probabilistic Markov sequences.

The Network

Generally speaking, we conceptualize the learning process as occurring in a sensory-

motor network of recurrently connected neurons.  The activity of a group of these

neurons is causal for the production of a distinct behavioral action; that is, the firing of

neuron group ‘A’ causes action ‘A’.  Furthermore, these sensory-motor neurons receive

sensory input that is tuned to the sensory consequences of that behavioral action; that is,

neuron group ‘A’ receives sensory input that is tuned to action ‘A’.  Thus, if the sensory-

motor network is exposed to a sensory sequence of actions, the elements of the network

will be activated in the same sequence.  Hebbian plasticity is applied to the synapses

constituting the recurrent connections between the sensory-motor neuron groups.

Through repeated exposure to a training sequence, we show that a ‘balanced’ Hebbian

learning rule (see below) is capable of engraining the transition probabilities of the

training sequence in the synaptic weights of the network.

We associate the neurons of the sensory-motor network with groups of neurons in the

songbird nucleus HVC.  HVC contains neurons that are both causal for the production of

song9, 12, 14, 16, 49-51 and that respond selectively to the sound of the birds own song8, 14, 16, 47, 53.

Converging experimental evidence supports HVC as containing a ‘synfire-chain’ of

neurons for sequence production12, 49-51.  Furthermore, it has recently been shown that

sensory exposure to a tutor song in young birds directly modulates synapses in HVC21.

For simplicity, populations of neurons in Nif (Figure 1-1.a,b; AUs), a primary auditory
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afferent of HVC47, are assumed to have auditory responses that are tuned to the acoustics

of individual syllables.  Each of these syllable specific neurons projects to auditory-motor

mirror neurons (Figure 1-1.a,b; AMU’s) in HVC via the feed-forward weight matrix W.

Auditory-motor mirror neurons in HVC are rate-based neurons that are connected to each

other by the recurrent weight matrix M.
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To simulate the experience of tutor song sequences, on each time-step, one AU is

activated probabilistically based on the divergence probability derived from the song

syntax a Bengalese finch (Figure 1-1.b).  These in turn cause the activation of AMU’s
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through W, which is fixed as the identity matrix (W = I).  The activity of AUs (described

by the firing rate vector x) are modeled as a pulse of activity added to a background of

Poisson noise.  The activity of AMU’s (described by the firing rate vector y) also have a

Poisson background and sum the activity of their afferent AU’s with the activity of other

AMU’s via the recurrent weight matrix M.  Hebbian plasticity is applied to M based on

the AMU firing rate vectors on consecutive time-steps (y(t-1), y(t)) (Amari,1972).  This

simple model and its dynamics are illustrated in Figure 1-1.a,b.

The Learning Rule

According to Hebb’s postulate of learning and memory, the connection (synapse)

between two neurons is strengthened in proportion to the correlation of their spiking29.

Today, spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) is thought to be the biological

implementation of Hebb’s theory26, 38, 74-76.  STDP is a temporally asymmetric Hebbian

learning rule, a crucial feature of which is that it develops synaptic weights that reflect

the causal relationship between pre and post-synaptic spiking26, 31, 38, 74, 75.  Here, we

developed a biologically plausible, non-symmetric Hebbian covariance learning

algorithm that emulates the causal character of temporally asymmetric Hebbian

plasticity34-36, 77.  The dependence of synaptic change on the covariance of pre- and post-

synaptic firing rates is displayed in Figure 1-1.c.  In this non-symmetric Hebbian

covariance rule, a synapse between pre-synaptic unit i and postsynaptic unit j (mij) is

potentiated if and only if the firing rate of both the pre-synaptic (ri) and postsynaptic units

(rj) is above their mean (positive variances, green quadrant, Q+), while depression is

induced if either pre- or post-synaptic firing rates is below its mean (negative variance)
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while the other is above the mean (negative covariance, red quadrants, Q-).  If both ri and

rj are below their means, no change in synaptic weight occurs (‘X’ quadrant).  This

learning rule reflects the intuition that changes in synaptic weight should be sensitive to

the variance structure of both the pre- and the post-synaptic neuron.  Furthermore,

incorporating both pre and post-synaptic variances makes the rule insensitive to changes

in the mean firing rate, as is the case for STDP38, 78.  Finally dictating that no plasticity

occurs when both pre and post-synaptic neurons are below their mean, this algorithm

obviates the biologically unrealistic potentiation of synapses when both neurons have

negative variances, and hence a positive covariance77.

As with any Hebbian mechanism of synaptic plasticity, two major issues that arise are

competition and stability38, 75, 77-81.  The emergence of synaptic distributions that reflect the

statistics of pre and post-synaptic firing patterns requires competitive mechanisms that

dictate that as some synapses increase in their synaptic strengths, others decrease38, 77, 79-81.

However, the most naïve formulation of Hebbian plasticity, even if mechanisms for

depression are included, lacks the competitive force necessary to mold an initially

random and statistically homogenous initial state into one that reflects the statistical

structure of inputs and outputs77, 80.  Furthermore, because of the positive feedback

character of Hebbian plasticity (strong synapses have higher correlations, leading to

potentiation, yielding stronger synapses, resulting in more potentiation), synaptic

potentiation tends to grow to unrealistic values unless constrained in some way38, 77, 80.  It

has been shown that constraining the sum of synaptic weights solves both these

problems77, 80.  Because the sum of the weights is constrained to a constant value (here,
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taken to be 1), synaptic weights are necessarily bounded, thus preventing runaway

potentiation and stabilizes neuronal firing.  Furthermore, as the sum is taken over all

synapses, an increase in the weights of particular subsets of synapses necessarily results

in the depression of all other synapses, thus implementing heterosynaptic competition80.

Normalizing the sum of synaptic weights to 1 also affords the interpretation of synaptic

weights as conditional probabilities (which by definition sum to 1), enabling direct

comparison to transition probability.  In this way, the goal of learning can be

conceptualized as developing synaptic weights that are equal to the transition

probabilities present in the input sequence.

It has recently been shown that the ability of temporally asymmetric Hebbian plasticity to

stably and accurately reflect input correlations in simple feed-forward networks

necessitates a balance of the forces that induce synaptic competition and

homogenization79.  We studied two parameters, the weight dependence of synaptic

change and the depression-potentiation ratio, that influence the forces of competition and

homogenization that underlie Hebbian learning.  Here, we loosely follow the formalism

introduced by Gutig et al79.

The relative magnitudes of LTD and LTP expressed by temporally asymmetric Hebbian

plasticity have been shown to affect the stability of the learning process38, 78, 79.  We use α

to denote how much stronger LTD (red) is relative to LTP (green) and refer to it as the

depression-potentiation ratio:
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α = |LTD|/|LTP|

When α = 1 (Fig. 1.d), the maximal incremental amount of LTP and LTD are matched;

when α = 2, the magnitude of LTD is twice as strong as LTP.  In the simulations, α is

modulated by increasing the magnitude of depression while holding the magnitude of

potentiation constant.  Roughly speaking, we find that the ratio of depression relative to

potentiation contributes to the magnitude of the competitive force: larger values of α

increase the drive to push synaptic weights towards the extremes, in this case, 0 or 1.

The weight dependence of synaptic change expressed by temporally asymmetric Hebbian

plasticity has been shown to have dramatic affects on the steady state synaptic weight

distributions induced by the learning process75, 79, 81.  In our simulations, the parameter

β controls the weight dependence of synaptic change (µ in Gutig et al), via the power-law

equations:

f+(mij)  = ε(1- mij)
β

f-(mij)  = εαmij
β

where ε is the learning rate and α is the depression-potentiation ratio defined above.

When β = 0, these equations dictate that the amount of LTP and LTD are independent of

the current synaptic weight.  This is analogous to additive STDP24, 38, 78, 79.  Conversely,

when β = 1, the magnitude of LTP decreases linearly with increasing synaptic weight and

the magnitude of LTD increases linearly with synaptic weight.  This is analogous to a

multiplicative STDP rule31, 75, 79, 81.  Varying β between these extreme values gives weight

dependencies that smoothly interpolate between the additive and multiplicative
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conditions79.  Different green & red curves in Figure 1.d correspond to LTP and LTD for

β = [0 .2 1].  We will refer to β as the weight dependence of synaptic change.  Roughly

speaking, the weight dependence of synaptic change contributes to the magnitude of the

homogenizing force during the learning process: larger values of β pull synaptic weights

towards the homogeneous state, 1/n, where n is the number of unique inputs/outputs79.

Results

Pre and Post-synaptic competition induce the divergence and convergence

probabilities of the input sequences.

As mentioned above, many biologically plausable Hebbian algorithms require the

inclusion of a constraint on the sum of synaptic weights to induce the heterosynaptic

competition necessary for learning and to prevent run-away potentiation80.  This

constraint is most commonly imposed on the receptive field of a neuron; in the Hebbian

algorithm described above, this corresponds to maintaining the sum of incoming synaptic

weights to 1 (Σimij = 1). When constrained in this way, Hebbian learning has been shown

to develop neuronal receptive fields that are tuned to the input statistics experienced by

the neuron (left side of Figure 1-2.a). From a neurobiological standpoint, this corresponds

to a post-synaptic site of expression of long-term synaptic plasticity for which there is

clear experimental support82.

Mounting evidence from a variety of brain areas and organisms is showing that long-term

pre-synaptic plasticity is a ubiquitous phenomenon, with both LTP and LTD being

demonstrated33, 83-86, and in some cases coexisting at the same synapse.  For example, in
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the hippocampus, LTP and LTD are expressed pre-synaptically at the mossy fiber –>

CA3 synapse33.  In the context of the learning rule described above, pre-synaptic

plasticity is induced by constraining the projective field of a neuron such that the sum of

the outgoing weights is one (Σjmij =1).  By analogy to post-synaptic competition, through

pre-synaptic competition, Hebbian learning should develop neuronal projective fields that

are tuned to the output statistics experienced by the neuron (right side of Figure 1-2.a).  In

support of this intuition, recent modeling work on the formation of linear sequences in

recurrent neural networks, in which the projective fields should have on the order of one

non-zero weight, has shown that temporally asymmetric Hebbian plasticity needs to be

augmented by constraints on both the receptive field (post-synaptic weights) and

projective field (pre-synaptic weights) in order for unary chains (linear sequences) to

arise28.
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Which of these forms of plasticity (pre-synaptic vs. post-synaptic competition) is

appropriate for learning probabilistic sequences?  The answer to this question depends on

what statistical structure of the sequence is to be learned.  To see why this is the case,
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first note that probabilistic Markov sequences, of the general type studied here, can be

characterized by the forward, divergence probabilities, or the backward, convergence

probabilities.  Given the current state (syllable) of a system, the divergence probability

describes the probability of transitioning to the next states from the present state [dij =

P(sj(t+1)|si(t))]; it is the probability of the future given the present (Figure 1-2.b right).

Conversely, convergence probability describes the probability of transitioning from

previous states to the present state [cij = P(si(t-1)|sj(t))]; it is the probability of the past

given the present (Figure 1-2.b left).  Put more colloquially, divergence probability

characterizes the flow out of the current state while convergence probability characterizes

the flow into the current state.  Therefore, it is natural to associate the divergence

structure of a particular state with the projective field of the neuron representing that

state; conversely, the convergence structure is associated with the neurons receptive field.

Given the above discussion, we hypothesized that through pre-synaptic competition,

Hebbian plasticity would develop synaptic weight matrices that reflect the divergence

probability of the experienced sequences while post-synaptic competition would develop

weights that reflect the convergence probabilities.  An example of the difference in

learned synaptic weights developed by pre vs. postsynaptic competition is displayed in

Figure 1-2.c.  Here, the input sequence consisted of 19 states with each state having the

same Gaussian transition probabilities.  The divergence diagram for this sequence is

presented in the top-right and the corresponding convergence diagram is on the top-left.

As is evident from the learned weight matrices presented in the bottom row, Hebbian

plasticity with pre-synaptic competition developed recurrent weight matrices that reflect
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the divergence probabilities of the experienced sequence (M ~ D, bottom-right) while

post-synaptic competition developed recurrent weight matrices that reflected the

convergence probabilities of the same sequence (M ~ C, bottom-left).

Note that the forward and backward probabilities are mathematically related by Bayes

theorem: p(si) x P(sj(t+1)|si(t)) = p(sj) x P(si(t-1)|si(t)), where p(sk) is the marginal

probability of syllable singletons.  Generally speaking, these two probabilistic structures

will not be equal, an exception being doubly stochastic Markov processes.   To see this,

first note that for Pij  = Pji to be true (here, we’ve switched to matrix notation), Bayes

theorem requires p(sk) = 1/n for all k; that is, that the distribution of syllable singletons

must be the uniform distribution.  Furthermore, because Pij describes a Markov process,

which is stochastic, we have ΣjPij =1.  Thus, if Pij  = Pji, it must also be the case that ΣiPij

=1.  Thus, both the columns and rows of Pij sum to one, which is the definition of a

doubly stochastic matrix.

A notable example of a doubly stochastic matrix is the sorted permutation matrix (a

consequence of the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem), in which each node connects to one

and only one other node.  In this case both the forward and backward probabilities are

equal to one (Pij  = Pji = 1), and the weight matrices are simply transposes of one another

(Pij  = Pji
T).  Such connectivity matrices underlie the generation of linear sequences, such

as those produced by the zebra finch and have been the primary focus of virtually all

other studies of sequence learning in neuroscience24, 25, 28, 30, 59.  Thus, for such matrices,

post-synaptic competition, which develops synaptic weights to be proportional to
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convergence probability, will yield synaptic weights that are the transpose of the

experienced divergence matrix.  The transition matrices derived from Bengalese finch

song are not doubly stochastic (D ~= C), and are thus representative of a broader class of

Markov processes.

In what follows, we examine how the interaction of the weight dependence of synaptic

change and the depression-potentiation ratio affects the ability of Hebbian learning to

engrain sequence probability in neural networks.  As it is most natural to think of

sequence production in terms of divergence probabilities, when presenting results from

simulations involving the learning of behavioral sequences in recurrent networks, we use

pre-synaptic competition.  Simulations using recurrent networks with post-synaptic

competition were also performed and yielded nearly identical dependencies on the values

of weight dependence of synaptic change (β) and the depression-potentiation ratio (α) to

those presented here for pre-synaptic competition.  Complementary simulations

examining learning of convergence probabilities in feed-forward networks using post-

synaptic competition have also been performed, again yielding similar results.

Accurate Hebbian encoding of probabilistic sequences requires balancing the weight

dependence of synaptic change and the depression-potentiation ratio: an example

We begin our investigation of how they accuracy of sequence learning depends on the

depression-potentiation ratio and the weight dependence of synaptic change expressed by

the Hebbian learning rule with an example sequence experimentally derived from a

Bengalese finch song.  Bengalese finches produce songs composed of discrete acoustic
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elements, termed syllables, organized into probabilistic sequences (Figure 1-3.a).  Thus,

these sequences serve as a biologically relevant example of sequence production with a

rich and diverse probabilistic structure that spans the range [0 1].  The results exemplified

in this figure are further validated and expanded upon in subsequent sections.
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We found that minimizing the difference between the experienced divergence

probabilities and the learned synaptic weights required a balance between the depression-

potentiation ratio and weight dependence.  Results from simulations using the divergence
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probabilities in Figure 1-3.a are displayed in Figure 1-3.b,c, where final synaptic weight

matrices (Fig. 1-3.b.i-iii) and learning curves (Fig. 1-3.c.i-iii) are shown for three regimes

of the parameter space.  Here, we compare results from the optimal balance of α & β (α

=1.2, β = 0.42; b,c. ii) to results obtained from regimes that approximately correspond to

additive (α = 1,β = 0; b,c. i) and multiplicative STDP (α =1,β = 1; b,c. iii).  All results

presented here and in Figures 1-4:1-6 are averaged over 5 runs of the simulations that

were initialized with different random weight matrices (M(t = 0) = (1/n)+ε) and

experienced unique stochastic instantiations of the divergence probabilities expressed in

Figure 1-3.a.

As can be seen in Figure 1-3.b.i, due to the strong competition in additive Hebbian

plasticity (α =1, β = 0), the final weight matrix (MInf) has engrained the most probable

transitions of the experienced divergence probabilities at the expense of the less probable

transitions (competitive forces push synaptic weights to the extremes, 0 & 1).

Furthermore, the relatively strong competition in this regime resulted in learning

dynamics that are rapid, with the majority of error reduction occurring within the first 10

iterations of learning; however, the final error is not minimized (Fig. 1-3.c.i).

In contrast to the results obtained for additive Hebbian plasticity, we found that

multiplicative Hebbian plasticity (α =1 & β=1) resulted in a final weight matrix (MInf)

that is a poor approximation of the experienced divergence probabilities due to a lack of

synaptic weights at the extremes (mij≠ 0 or 1, Fig. 1-3.b.iii).  This results from the strong

homogenizing force expressed by Hebbian plasticity when there is a strong weight
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dependence of synaptic change (β = 1), which pulls synaptic weights towards the

homogenous state, that is, M ~ 1/n.  In further contrast to the additive condition,

multiplicative Hebbian plasticity results in learning that is extremely slow (Fig. 1-3.c.iii).

Finally, intermediate values of α & β (α = 1.2, β = 0.4, inset in c. ii) resulted in a final

weight matrix (MInf) that is a good approximation of the experienced divergence

probabilities (Fig. 1-3.b.ii).  Here, we see that balancing the weight dependence of

synaptic change and the depression-potentiation ratio allows for synaptic weights that can

span the full dynamic range [0 1], while still retain values that are intermediate between

the extremes.  Furthermore, the rate of learning was intermediate between the additive

and multiplicative conditions with minimal final error.

The balance of the weight dependence of synaptic change and the depression-

potentiation ratio strongly influences the accuracy of probabilistic encoding

To examine if the results described above were a general feature of the Hebbian

mechanisms for learning Bf song sequences, we ran simulations using the sequence

statistics derived from the songs of 16 Bengalese finches, which exhibit diversity in the

number of syllables and degree of sequence stereotypy.  The results of optimizing the

weight dependence of synaptic change and the depression-potentiation ratio for each of

the 16 unique Bf sequences used in our simulations are displayed in Figure 1-4.a.  Here,

we plot the experienced divergence probabilities for each transition vs. the learned

synaptic weights corresponding to that transition (n = 1018).  As with the example shown

in Figure 1-3, optimizing α & β resulted in synaptic weights that where highly correlated
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with the experienced divergence probabilities of the input sequences (R = 0.97).  The

mean optimal values were α = 1.25, β = 0.38.
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We next systematically examined how the magnitudes of the weight dependence of

synaptic change and the depression-potentiation ratio affect the ability of the network to

learn the various experienced divergence probabilities by parametrically varying the

α and β parameters across the range α = [1 2] and β = [0 1].  The plot in Figure 1-4.b

displays the average normalized error surface as a function β & α.  Generally speaking,

as noted above, we found that optimal learning required a balance of the magnitudes of

the weight dependence of synaptic change and the depression-potentiation ratio (mean

optimal values are α = 1.25, β = 0.38, black dot).  Furthermore, we find that the 3rd

quadrant of the error surface has generally has the lowest errors, suggesting that relatively

lower amounts of α and β result in more accurate learning.

It is clear from this surface that the ability to accurately reflect the experienced

divergence probabilities exhibits systematic dependencies on the values of α and β in the

Hebbian learning rule.  A striking feature of this surface is that the error exhibits a

smooth concave structure as the magnitude of the weight dependence of synaptic change

increases, with a broad valley for intermediate values of β (mean width at 10% max=

0.3,i.e. 30% of β range).  Both the width and trough of the valley exhibited linear

dependencies on the depression-potentiation ratio: the width decreased (Fig.1-4.c, light

grey, Δ = -0.14, R2 = 0.96) and the trough shifted to the right as α increased (Fig. 1-4.c, Δ

= 0.27, R2 = 0.93).  Note that error surface is relatively flat around the mean optimal

values (black dot), suggesting that a single [α, β] pair could have been used for all input

matrices with little affect on the final results (supported by max error surface, not shown).
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Another striking feature of the error surface is that the effect of increasing the depression-

potentation ratio was discontinuously dependent on the magnitude of the weight

dependence of synaptic change (Fig. 1-4.e).  For intermediate amounts of β (β ~ 0.5), the

error contours exhibit a negligent dependence on the magnitude of α.  In contrast, for

β values approaching the extremes (i.e. β −> 0 & β −> 1), the error contours exhibited an

approximately anti-symmetric dependence upon the depression-potentiation ratio.  That

is, when Hebbian plasticity expresses a weak weight dependence of synaptic change

(β −> 0), increasing the depression-potentiation ratio (increasing α) results in increased

error.  Conversely, when Hebbian plasticity exhibits strong weight dependence of

synaptic change (β −> 1), increasing the depression-potentiation ratio results in decreased

error.  Specifically, the effect of increasing α on error switches from positive modulation

(∂Err(α ,β)/∂α > 0) for values of β < 0.5 to negative modulation (∂Err(α,β)/∂α < 0) for

values of β > 0.5.  In contrast, the magnitude of change in error as a function of α

declines as β approaches 0.5 (|∂Err(α ,β)/∂α| -> 0 as |β-0.5| -> 0).

The approximate anti-symmetric topography of the error surface described above

suggests that a singe-valued, piece-wise defined function could capture the net affect of

the α & β on the learning process.  Here we introduce the function K(α ,β) to describe

the combined effect of α and β on learning:

2(β - 0.5)/α; β ≥ 0.5
K(α ,β) = {

(β - 0.5)α; β < 0.5

K(α, β) ranges from [–1 1], taking  [α, β] = [0, 2] -> -1 and [α, β] = [1, 1] -> 1. As the

interaction of α & β influence the homogenizing-competitive tone expressed by a
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Hebbian learning rule, we will refer to K(α, β) as the homogenization-competition ratio.

In Figure 1-4.e, we remap the error surface in Figure 1-4.b using K.  The small spread in

error for a given value of K suggests that this mapping is capturing the combined effect

of the forces exerted by the weight dependence of synaptic change and the depression-

potetiation ratio on the accuracy of learning (colored points correspond to colored points

in Fig. 1-4.b).  The fact that errors are generally smaller to the left of K = 0 shows that

accurate learning requires that Hebbian plasticity have a relatively stronger competitive

tone.

The balance of the weight dependence of synaptic change and the depression-

potentiation ratio directly controls the entropy of the learned synaptic weight

distribution

An examination of the networks graphs in Figure 1-3.b(i-iii) suggests that amount of

weight dependence of synaptic change and the depression-potentiation ratio expressed by

Hebbian learning affects the entropy of the synaptic weight matrices: as the weight

dependence of synaptic change increased (i->iii, β: 0 ->1), the entropy of the steady-state

weight matrix increased.  We next systematically examined how the weight dependence

of synaptic change and the depression-potentiation ratio affect the steady-state entropy of

synaptic weight matrices.  Unlike learning error, which describes the synaptic weights

relative to the input transition probabilities, calculation of entropy makes no reference to

an external model.  Entropy thus provides a measure of the intrinsic structure of the

synaptic weight distributions.  As competitive forces push synaptic weights towards a

binary distribution (M ~ 0 or 1, i.e. completely deterministic), one expects that increasing
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the competition expressed by a learning rule would decrease the entropy of the steady-

state weight matrices.  Conversely, as homogenizing forces pull synaptic weights towards

a uniform distribution (M  ~ 1/n, i.e. completely random), we expected that increasing the

homogenizing force expressed by Hebbian learning would lead to a corresponding

increase the entropy of the steady-state weight matrices.

The entropy surface in Figure 1-5.a displays the average entropy of the steady-state

synaptic weight matrices resulting from applying our Hebbian algorithm for varying

magnitudes of the depression-potentiation ratio and the weight dependence of synaptic

change (α, β) to the 16 Bf song sequences.  As can be seen from this plot, increasing β

resulted in a corresponding increase in the entropy of the synaptic weights.  This is

quantified in Figure 1-5.b, which shows that the derivative of entropy with respect to β

was positive for all α values (∂H(α, β)/∂β > 0; values are slopes from linear regression ±

95% confidence intervals); note that the magnitude of the derivative declined linearly as

the depression-potentiation increased. As increasing the magnitude of the homogenizing

force increases steady state entropy, these results suggests that increasing the weight

dependence of synaptic change increase the homogenizing force expressed by a Hebbian

learning rule.
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In contrast to β, increasing α resulted in a corresponding decrease in the entropy of the

synaptic weight distribution.  This is quantified in Figure 1-5.c, which shows that the

derivative of entropy with respect to α was negative for all β values (∂H(α, β)/∂α < 0;

values are slopes from linear regression ± 95% confidence intervals).  Note that, in

contrast to what was observed for the dependence of ∂H(α,β)/∂β on α, the magnitude of

the ∂H(α, β)/∂α generally increased as β increased.  Note that the magnitude of

∂H(α, β)/∂β is much larger then the magnitude of ∂H(α, β)/∂α (compare y-axes),

suggesting that the weight dependence of synaptic change has a larger role in determining

the entropy of the steady-state synaptic weights. As increasing the magnitude of the

competitive force decreased steady state entropy, these results suggests that increasing
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magnitude of synaptic depression relative to synaptic potentiation increases the

competitive force expressed by a Hebbian learning rule.

We quantified how the entropy of the steady-sate synaptic weight distributions depended

on the overall tone of competitive and homogenizing forces expressed by the Hebbian

algorithm using the function K (α,β) described in the previous section.  The plot in

Figure 1-5.d shows that the entropy of the synaptic weights monotonically increased as

the strength of the homogenizing force increased relative to the competitive force.  Here,

the colored points correspond to the regimes demarcated in Figure 1-5.a, and the dashed

black line displays the best-fitting sigmoid function, which explained 99% of the

variability in entropy as a function of the homogenization-competition tone (R2 = 0.99).

The interaction of the weight dependence of synaptic change and the depression-

potentiation ratio directly affects the rate at which structure emerges during

learning

The learning curves shown in Figure 1-3.c suggest that magnitude of the weight

dependence of synaptic change and the depression-potentiation ratio affects the rate at

which structure emerges in synaptic weight matrices.  Specifically, they suggest that

increasing the weight dependence of synaptic change expressed by a Hebbian learning

process, and hence increasing the amount of homogenizing force, should result, initially,

in decreased rate of error reduction.  We next sought to understand how the balance of

the weight dependence of synaptic change and the depression-potentiation ratio affects

the dynamics of the learning process.  To this end, we tracked the evolution of the
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synaptic weight matrices with respect to how accurately they reflected the divergence

probabilities of the input transitions, as well as the average entropy of the synaptic weight

distributions, as a function of α and β.

In Figure 1-6.a we present the average error trajectories for the five regimes demarcated

in Figures 1-4 & 1-5 (color code same as in Fig. 1-4 & 1-5).  As suggested by the

examples of Figure 1-3.c, we found that regimes with the strongest competitive tone

(blue, α = 2, β = 0 and green, α = 1, β = 0 curves), resulted in the most rapid initial

learning while regimes with the strongest homogenizing tone (red, α = 1, β = 1 and

orange, α = 2, β = 1) resulted in the slowest initial learning.  We quantified the rate of

learning by measuring the initial linear slope of the learning curves for individual birds

and plot the average magnitude of these slopes as a function of K(α,β) in Figure 1-6.b.

Here, we see that the magnitude of initial error reduction decreased nearly monotonically

as the homogenizing tone increased.
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The difference in the initial learning rates as a function of the amount of homogenization/

competition can be understood in terms of the stability of the initial weight matrices

under the forces induced by the various amounts of homogenization and competition.

The rapid learning induced by strong competition arises because the initial state of weight

matrix is close to being uniformly distributed  (M(t = 0) ~ 1/n) which, because
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competition pushes synaptic weights to towards the extremes of the allowed distribution

(i.e. MInf ~ 0 or 1), is increasingly destabilized as the relative amount of competition

increases.  Conversely, the slow learning induced by strong homogenization arises

because the initial weight matrix is close to the homogeneous state which, because

homogenization pulls synaptic weights to towards a uniform distribution (i.e. MInf ~1/n),

is increasingly stabilized against the influence of the experienced divergence probabilities

as the relative amount of homogenization increases.

As noted above, competitive forces push synapses towards the binary synaptic weight

distribution (i.e. 0 entropy), while homogenization pulls synapses towards the uniform

synaptic weight distribution (i.e. maximal entropy).  Thus, the preceding explanation of

initial learning rates in terms of the stability of the uniform initial weight distribution

induced by relative strengths of homogenizing and competitive forces are readily

transcribed from learning error to entropy.  Therefore, the initial rate of entropy decrease

should also be monotonically modulated by the relative strength of homogenization and

competition.  As can be seen from the entropy trajectories in Figure 1-6.c, as time

progressed, the entropy of the weight matrices steadily declined to asymptote.  Both the

rate of entropy reduction (quantified in Fig. 1-6.d) and the steady-state entropy

(quantified in Fig. 1-5.d) were monotonically controlled by the relative values of the

depression-potentiation ratio and the weigh dependence of synaptic change.  Thus, again

associating increases in the depression-potentiation ratio with increased competitive force

and increases in the weight dependence of synaptic change with increased homogenizing

force, these results suggest that as the amount of homogenization relative to competition
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increased, the rate of entropy reduction decreased (Fig. 1-6.d) and the steady-state

entropy increased (Fig. 1-5.d).

The optimal weight dependence of synaptic change and depression-potentiation

ratio depend on the entropy of the target distribution.

Up to this point we have focused on the Hebbian mechanisms that allow for the stable

engraining of divergence probabilities derived from Bengalese finchs in recurrent

synaptic weights.  We have shown that optimal learning requires a balance of the weight

dependence of synaptic change and the ratio of depression to potentiation.  Further, these

parameters control the entropy of the steady state synaptic weight distributions, as well as

the rate at which structure emerges from an initially unstructured state.  These last

observations support the notion that the interaction of   control the homogenizing-

competitive tone expressed by a Hebbian learning rule.  As stronger competition pushes

synaptic weights towards less entropic steady states while stronger homogenization pulls

synaptic weights towards more entropic steady states, the entropy of the target

distribution may dictate the optimal values of α and β.  Indeed, the results presented in

Figure 1-5 suggest that to achieve optimal learning, the relative strength of

homogenization should increase as the entropy of the experienced transitions increases.

In most extreme case, it is possible that the magnitudes of these forces would need to be

finely tuned depending on the distribution to be learned.

To systematically investigate how the optimal balance of homogenization and

competition depend on the entropy (H) of experienced transition probabilities, we created
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Gaussian transition matrices (19 states), where each state obeyed the same transition

statistics, and varied the entropy of the divergence probability distributions by steadily

increasing the standard deviation of the Gaussian.  The curves in Figure 1-7.a display the

family of distributions used, which range from completely deterministic (D = 0 or 1, 0

bits of entropy, black) to almost uniformly distributed (D ~ 1/19, 4.25 bits of energy,

lightest grey).  Here, each state in the matrix had identical divergence statistics; hence,

the entropy of one state is identical to the average entropy of the entire matrix.
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Two examples of learning Gaussian divergence probabilities with different entropies are

displayed in Figure 1-7.b,c.  In Figure 1-7.b, the divergence probabilities of the

experienced transitions had 0 bits of entropy (left divergence diagram, grey histogram)

and the learned recurrent weight matrix (right divergence diagram, blue histogram) was a

near perfect copy (H = 0.06 bits, Err = 0.0007).  Optimal learning in this condition
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required a strongly competitive force in the Hebbian process (α = 1.9, β = 0.18, K = -

0.61).  In contrast, in Figure 1-7.c, the divergence probabilities of the experienced

transitions had 2.2 bits of entropy (left divergence diagram, grey histogram) and the

learned recurrent weight matrix (right divergence diagram, blue histogram) was again a

very good approximation (H = 2.25, Err = 0.007). Optimal learning in this condition

required the Hebbian process to express a relatively larger amount of homogenizing and

competitive forces (α = 1.05, β = 0.34, K = -0.17).

Across the range of distributions used, optimally tuned Hebbian plasticity was able to

mold the synaptic weights to be a close approximation of the experienced divergence

probabilities, with an average error of 0.0066 ± 0.0026 (mean ± s.d.).  In general, the

optimal mixture of the weight dependence of synaptic change and the depression-

potentiation ratio exhibited a systematic dependence on the entropy of the input

divergence probability (Figure 1-7.d).  Associating low values of K with strong

competition and high values of K with strong homogenization, these results show that

distributions with low entropy required relatively stronger competitive tone while

distributions with high entropy required relatively stronger homogenizing tone.  Thus, the

relative strength of homogenization increased as the entropy of the experienced transition

probabilities increased.  The hyperbolic sine (sinh) dependence of the optimal K(α, β) on

target entropy explained 93% of the observed variability (R2 = 0.93).  However, it was

not the case that the relative amounts of homogenization and competition had to be

uniquely tuned for each distribution.  Importantly, we find that 83% of the distributions

can be well learned with homogenization-competition values that occupy ~20% of the
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range of K.  Thus, Hebbian learning operating within a limited regime of homogenizing

& competitive forces is capable of learning the vast majority of probability distributions

tested.  Furthermore, all but the two most entropic distributions resulted in optimal K

values greater than 0, showing that in general accurate Hebbian learning requires a more

competitive than homogenizing tone.

The systematic dependence of the K(α,β) required to accurately learn transition

probabilities of increasing entropy suggests that learning transition matrices with a

mixture of low and high entropy transition probabilities should be problematic.  The

example shown in Figure 1-7.e provides a demonstration of such a case.  Here, the

distribution of transition probabilities alternated between H = 0 (Fig. 1-7.b) and H = 2.2

bits (Fig. 1-7.c).  Optimal learning in this case resulted in a larger learning error than

either of the two pure distributions (Err = 0.016).  The average entropy of the learned

synaptic weight distribution (H = 0.94) was lower than the average entropy of the

experienced distribution of transition probabilities (H = 1.04 bits).

Discussion

We have studied the mechanisms that enable a biophysically plausible Hebbian

covariance rule to engrain conditional Markov transition probabilities in recurrent

networks composed of rate based units.  We found that Hebbian plasticity with pre-

synaptic competition induced the forward (divergence) probabilities of the input

sequences while post-synaptic competition induced the backward (convergence)

probabilities (Fig. 1-2).  Furthermore, to accurately and stably reflect the statistics of
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input sequences, local Hebbian plasticity required a balance of the weight dependence of

synaptic change and ratio of the magnitude of depression relative to the magnitude of

potentiation (Fig. 1-4).  The balance of these parameters directly controls both the

entropy of the steady-state synaptic weight distribution (Fig. 1-5) as well as the rate at

which structure emerges (Fig. 1-6).  Finally, we show that the optimal balance of these

parameters depends on the entropy of the to be learned probability distribution; however,

we show that a large proportion of the distributions could be learned with in a small range

of parameters (Fig. 1-7).

Learning distinct Markov probability structures with pre and post-synaptic

competition

Our results demonstrate that the synaptic weights of a recurrently connected neural

network will come to reflect different probabilistic structures of the same input Markov

sequence depending on the site of synaptic competition.  We show that when synaptic

competition is instantiated pre-synaptically the synaptic weights come to be proportional

to the forward conditional transition probabilities (divergence probability, D).

Conversely, when synaptic competition is instantiated post-synaptically the synaptic

weights come to be proportional to the backward conditional transition probabilities

(convergence probability, C).  This is much more than a mathematical technicality, as

these two probabilistic structures have different semantics attached to them.  For

Markovian systems of the general type studied here, the forward probability describes the

probability of transitioning to any given state in the system from the current state; the

forward transition matrix describes the dynamics of the system as time moves forward.
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In contrast, the backward probability describes the probability of transitioning from any

given state in the system to the current state; the backward transition matrix describes the

dynamics of the system as time moves backwards.

Recent modeling attempts to generate connectivity matrices capable of producing unary

chains of activity (i.e. linear sequences) from initially unstructured neural networks have

incorporated some form of pre-synaptic plasticity 28, 30, 59.  Of particular relevance to our

work are the results of Fiete, et al28, which showed that connectivity matrices capable of

generating unary chains of spiking activity in recurrent neural networks (i.e. linear

sequences) can emerge spontaneously from an initially randomly connected matrix.  In

their study the crucial components of the learning algorithm were a temporally

asymmetric Hebbian plasticity rule combined with constraints on the sum of both the pre-

synaptic and the post-synaptic weights28.  Constraining the sum of the pre-synaptic

weights generates pre-synaptic competition similar to that used here.  While these

previous studies suggested an important role for pre-synaptic plasticity in forming weight

matrices capable of generating linear sequences28, 30, 59, the precise statistical structure

being captured by this plasticity was not examined.  The results presented here

demonstrate that a particular probabilistic representation, forward transition probability,

emerges from pre-synaptic competition.  Thus, together with the present work, these

modeling studies suggest a prominent role for pre-synaptic plasticity in formation of

synaptic weight matrices that underlie sequential activity in neural networks.
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The importance of heterosynaptic competition/plasticity hypothesized by modeling

studies of sequence learning raises the question of the biophysical plausibility of this type

of synaptic modification.  On the post-synaptic side, there is both electro-physiological

and structural evidence supporting the hypothesis that neurons conserve the total synaptic

weight they receive87-89.  Of particular relevance is the observation that when one group of

synaptic inputs to a neuron is potentiated through activity dependent homosynaptic LTP,

the other synapses undergo heterosynaptic LTD89.  In this way, the sum of synaptic inputs

to the neuron is held constant89.  This is direct electrophysiological evidence for hetero-

synaptic competition induced by the conservation of synaptic inputs, as used here.  As

both LTP90 and LTD91 rely on protein synthesis, it has been suggested that transcription

could be a bottleneck for both these processes, and that limited post-transcriptional

resources drive heterosynaptic competition28.

On the pre-synaptic side, the existing experimental literature supports the possibility of

heterosynaptic competition/plasticity expressed pre-synaptically.  It has been shown that

axonal terminals originating from the same pre-synaptic neuron can vary their synaptic

strength depending on the post-synaptic target, demonstrating the ability to regulate

synaptic strength in a controlled fashion92.  Activity dependent homosynaptic plasticity of

existing synapses has been observed to be pre-synaptically expressed at several synapses,

including bi-directional plasticity at the CA3 -> mossy in the hippocampus synapses33

and in aplysia83, and LTD at L4 -> L2/3 synapses in the barrel cortex84, 85.  Additionally,

activity dependent competition of axonal territory has been observed for the retino-tectal

projection93.  Finally, strong evidence exists for a pre-synaptic site of expression
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underlying activity dependent homeostasis at the Drosophila neuro-muscular junction94

and in dissociated hippocampul95 and cortical cultures96.  As with post-synaptic plasticity,

pre-synaptic plasticity depends upon protein synthesis for both LTP and LTD33, 97, and

thus limited post-transcriptional proteins could also serve as a substrate for

heterosynaptic competition pre-synaptically.  Together, these results support the

possibility of neurobiological process supporting the type of pre-synaptic plasticity

hypothesized here.

We believe that a strong experimental test of this hypothesis, though difficult, is feasible

with existing optical technology.  Here, the simplest “circuit” would consist of three

neurons, one neuron being pre-synaptic to the other two neurons, which would be

disconnected from each other. Expression of channel rhodopsin/halorhodopsin in

pre/post-synaptic neurons could be used to pair pre-synaptic spiking with depolarization

of one post-synaptic neuron while hyperpolarizing the other neuron.  The experimenter

could measure plasticity using 2-photon imaging to measure pre/post-synaptic

intracellular Ca transients as well as GFP to monitor structural plasticity.  If the

hypothesis of associative pre-synaptic plasticity and competition is correct, then the

potentiation of one projection should result in a competitive depression of the other

projection, and could possibly be expressed as a combination of a change in the

number/size of axonal contacts and/or increased calcium transients in existing pre-

synaptic terminals.
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Balancing synaptic homogenization and competition to match input statistics

Independent of the sight of synaptic plasticity, we found that optimal learning of input

sequence statistics required a balancing of the weight dependence of synaptic change

with the magnitude of synaptic change induced by individual depressing events relative

to potentiating events.  For a given input sequence, we found that increasing the weight

dependence of synaptic change (β) reduced the initial rate at which structure emerged and

resulted in steady-state weight matrices that were more entropic.  As increasing the

homogenizing force expressed by a Hebbian learning rule will have the same effects on

learning, it is fair to say that the weight dependence of synaptic change modulates the

magnitude of the homogenizing force.  In contrast, for a given input sequence, increasing

the depression-potentiation ratio (α) increased the initial rate at which structure emerged

and resulted in steady-state weight matrices that were less entropic.  As increasing the

competitive force expressed by a Hebbian learning rule will have the same effects on

learning, it is fair to say that the magnitude of depression relative to potentiation

modulates the magnitude of the competitive force.

The weight dependence of synaptic change and the depression-potentiation ratio did not

operate independently, as we found that the magnitude of the effects mediated by either

α or β was modulated by the other.  As competition and homogenization are, at a very

basic level, antagonistic forces, an interaction between the two is to be expected.  We

quantified this interaction as a ratio of the two parameters, K(α,β), which resulted in

smooth functional relationships with fundamental parameters of learning.  We note that

the observed dependences of accuracy and speed of learning on the weight dependence of
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synaptic change and the depression-potentiation ratio is not simply a reformulation of a

simple speed-accuracy trade-off, as accuracy depended non-monotonically on K while

speed decreased in an approximately monotonic fashion.  Instead, the observed

monotonic dependence of both speed and entropy on the balance of homogenizing and

competitive forces expressed by Hebbian plasticity (which are opposite in direction)

suggests that these forces induce a trade-off between the speed of learning and the steady

state entropy that results from the learning process.

The results of Guitig et al demonstrate that the sensitivity of non-linear, temporally

asymmetric Hebbian plasticity (STDP) to the temporal statistics of its inputs depends on

the magnitude of the weight dependence of synaptic change.  Indeed, their study predicts

that Hebbian plasticity should be neither additive nor multiplicative, but a mixture of the

two79.  The fact that both that study and the present one arrive at this same conclusion

using different networks (feed-forward vs. recurrent), learning rules (STDP vs. Hebbian

covariance), task (temporal statistics vs. transition probabilities), and measures of

optimality (‘sensitivity’ vs. error) supports the generality of this claim.  However, the

results of Gutig et al. leave open the possibility that to optimally learn a given input

distribution the nervous system would need to tune its synaptic plasticity rules depending

on the detailed statistics of that distribution.  In contrast, the differences between their

study and our own not withstanding, our results suggest that Hebbian plasticity

expressing a balance of homogenizing and competitive forces resulting from a limited

range of parameters (here, ~20% of the space) is capable of optimally learning the vast

majority of input distributions to which it is exposed (here ~83%).  This suggests that a
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nervous system that uses Hebbian plasticity operating within this regime would be well

poised to learn all but the most extreme statistical distributions it encounters.

What balance of homogenization and competition does synaptic plasticity in the nervous

systems express? Does synaptic plasticity in the nervous system operate in the balanced

regime mentioned above?  The answer to these questions awaits further experimental

work.  As noted previously, the development of ocular dominance columns requires

connectivity matrices that are essentially binary, suggesting that the Hebbian mechanisms

underlying this development exhibit a relatively strong competitive tone32, 37.  In contrast,

the distribution of EPSC’s measured experimentally from a variety of brain areas 98-102

seems to suggest a more multiplicative type rule81.  Together, these results suggest that

the amounts of homogenization and competition expressed by Hebbian mechanisms may

vary from area-to-area, or maybe developmentally regulated, depending on the ‘desired’

structure of the weight matrix.  Put another way, as the amount of homogenization and

competition expressed by Hebbian learning influences the learnable synaptic weights, the

computational goal of the circuit should constrain these forces98.  Finally, although

experimental results support the existence of a weight dependence of synaptic change26,

current data are insufficient to grant a detailed biophysical account of this phenomenon79.

However, several simple candidate mechanisms can be postulated which fundamentally

arise from the intuition that biological processes should exhibit gradual saturation as a

function of spatial occupancy.  For example, synaptic potentiation, whether expressed

pre-or-post-synaptic, results in the increased occupancy of a limited amount of space.  On

the post-synaptic side, the number of AMPA receptors in individual spines or number of
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spines per unit dendrite are both fundamentally space limited; analogously, on the pre-

synaptic side, the number of release sites in individual boutons and number of pre-

synaptic boutons per unit axon are space limited.  Given the demonstrated theoretical

importance of the weight dependence of synaptic change, more experimental work on the

neurobiology of this issue is needed.

Methods

Overview

Our neural network simulations consisted of a two-layer network composed of an input

layer that projected in a feed-forward manner to a recurrently connected layer.  We

conceptualize the input layer as corresponding to a sensory area and the recurrent layer as

corresponding to a sensory-motor layer used for sequence generation, though this need

not be the case.  For simulations using Bengalese finch song sequences, the input

elements consisted of N linear, rate-based units, (N = number of states), while the

recurrent layer consisted of N linear-saturating, rate-based units.  The saturation was used

to control recurrent activity and prevent run-away excitation.  This non-linearity did not

qualitatively change the reported results, as using rapid decay of recurrent activity or

constraining total recurrent activity to a constant yielded qualitatively similar results.  For

example, in simulations involving Gaussian transition matrices, recurrent activity was

controlled by maintaining the sum of all recurrent activity at a constant via divisive

normalization. The input layer is connected to the recurrent layer by the excitatory
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synaptic weight matrix W, which was held at the identity matrix.  Hebbian plasticity was

applied to the synapses of the recurrent weight matrix M as described below.

All simulations began with a randomly seeded initial weight matrix (± 5% deviation from

1/N).  During each simulation, the network experienced a unique sequence of syllable

transitions that obeyed the first-order Markov probabilities of the transition matrix.  All

simulations were run for 1000 iterations of simulated "song" experience; here, one "song"

was defined as a stochastic sequence of length 5xN, N = number of states in the matrix.

All results presented for song derived transition matrices are the average of five

simulations for each bird using a randomly seeded initial weight matrix For simulations

involving Gaussian transition matrices, because each state experienced nearly identical

statistics and started from a random value from the same distribution, each state can be

treated as an independent run.  Thus, these simulations were run only once.

Network Dynamics

The firing rate vector describing the activity of the auditory units at time t [x(t)] is given

as an impulse δ plus a Poisson background η

€ 

x(t) = δ +η
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At each time step, for each unit in the network, Δ takes a value of S (signal) if the unit

corresponds to the active syllable (syllable being presented by tutor) and 0 otherwise.

For the results presented, S = 25 and η= 5 (S.N.R. = 5).

The firing rate of vector describing the activity of the sensory-motor units at time t [y(t)]

is the sum of input resulting from the activity of pre-synaptic auditory units passed

through W and the activity from other sensory-motor units passed through the recurrent

weight matrix M, plus a Poisson background:

€ 

y(t) =M⋅ y(t −1) +W⋅ x(t) +η

Transitions between syllables were generated according to the first-order Markov

transition probabilities measured for a given bird.

Constrained Non-linear Hebbian Covariance Rule

At each time step, the elements of the synaptic weight matrix M are changed according to

a modified Hebbian covariance rule:

€ 

Δmij = εσ iσ j f+(mij ) if σ i &σ j ≥ 0

€ 

Δmij = εσ iσ j f−(mij ) if sign(σ i) & sign(σ j ) < 0

Here σi is the firing rate variance of pre-synaptic unit i at time t-1 (σi = yi(t-1) –yi), σj is

the firing rate variance of post-synaptic unit j at time t (σj = yj(t) –yj), and ε is the learning
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rate.  In the simulations, the average is taken over the previous 5 time points

(y = 1/5 * ∑5
l=1

 y(t0-l)), where t0 = t-1 for yi  and t0= t for yj.  The value of 5 was arbitrarily

chosen; similar results were obtained taking the average over the entire history.  The

f±(mij) are terms that describe the magnitude of synaptic changes as a function of the

current synaptic weight (see below).  Under this rule, LTP is induced if both the pre- and

post-synaptic firing rate variances are positive; LTD is induced if either the pre- or post-

synaptic variance is positive while the other is negative (negative covariance).  If both

pre- and post-synaptic variances are negative, no synaptic change is made.  It has been

noted that, while this non-symmetric covariance rule is more biologically plausible than a

symmetric rule, results are unlikely to differ between the two77.

As discussed in the text, heterosynaptic competition was induced through the use of

divisive normalization to maintain the sum of either pre- or post-synaptic weights at 1.

Pre-synaptic competition:

€ 

m. j
j=1

N

∑ =1

Post-synaptic competition:

€ 

mi.
i=1

N

∑ =1

Also, M was constrained be positive (M ∈ [0 1]) after every weight update by clipping.

The exact schedule of enforcement of these constraints was not crucial.
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As noted above, our learning rule includes terms that modulate the magnitude of synaptic

potentiation (f+(mij)) and depression (f-(mij))as a function of the current synaptic weight.

These terms are necessary because the rule is highly competitive, as has been

documented for STDP, and pushes synapses towards the extremes of the allowed values

(here, 0 and 1), i.e. a two-state solution.  As the observed encoding of convergence

probability is graded, so too should the synaptic strengths.  Therefore, to alleviate the

issue of strong competition, we follow the work of Gutig et al79, who introduced a

function (here f±(mij)) that dictates that the magnitude of potentiation and depression are

themselves dependent upon the current weight of the synapse:

€ 

f+(mij ) = (1−mij )
β

€ 

f−(mij ) = αmij
β

The α term dictates the magnitude of synaptic depression relative to potentiation: α =

|LTD|/|LTP|.   Thus, as α increases, so to does the ratio of depression to potentiation.  The

β parameter is a term that controls the weight dependence of synaptic change: as β

increases, changes in synaptic strength depend more strongly on the current strength of

the synapse.  For non-zero β, as synaptic weight increases, the magnitude of potentiation

decreases while the magnitude of depression increases.  This has the net effect of 'pulling'

synaptic weights towards the value 1/N, i.e. a homogenous state.

Quantification of results
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The accuracy of learning as a function of time was measured as the mean absolute

difference between the weight matrix and the appropriate transition matrix:

€ 

Err(t) =
1
N 2 |mij (t) − pij |

i, j=1

N

∑

The average entropy of the weight matrix as a function of time was calculated as:

€ 

H(t) =
1
N

mij (t)log2
i, j=1

N

∑ (mij (t))

The average final error and entropy surfaces as a function of the learning parameters α

and β (Err(α,β, t = 1000), H(α,β, t = 1000)) for individual birds were smoothed by

convolution with a 3x3 square of unit value.  All derivates shown in Figures 1-4, 1-5, and

1-6 were computed as the slope from linear regression.  All regressions for both linear

and non-linear functions were done using built-in functions in Matlab.
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Chapter 2

Predictive neural dynamics in songbird sensory-motor circuitry reflect behavioral

statistics
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Abstract

A critical computation underlying sensory perception and behavioral production is

accurate prediction based on experienced statistics of sequences.  Despite the essential

nature of this computation, experimental examinations of neural circuits exhibiting rich

probability dependent predictions are rare.  The Bengalese finch produces a learned song

composed of probabilistically sequenced syllables.  In songbirds, HVC is a sensory-

motor area thought to contain recurrent circuitry essential for the temporal/sequential

control of song.  We tested whether and how HVC neurons exhibit predictive activity

modulated by the statistics of an individual’s song by recording neural activity evoked

during and following the playback of syllable sequences.  We show that playback of a

sequence induces post-stimulus activity that is similar to neural activity evoked by the

next syllable in the sequence for low variability transitions, but not for high variability

transitions.   Furthermore, we demonstrate that auditory responses to sequences of

syllables are sensitive to the temporal structure of individual transitions.  We show that

the dynamics of a simple spiking neural circuit capable of generating probabilistic

sequences reproduces several temporal correlations seen in both physiology and

behavior, as well as the observed difference between low and high variability transitions

in the predictive strength of sequence-induced dynamics.  Our results demonstrate that

HVC dynamics are predictive of upcoming syllables, are tuned to the statistics of

produced song, and that a simple neural circuit can both generate probabilistic sequences

and account for sensory responses to playback of those sequences.
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Introduction

The majority of complex behaviors, such as swinging a baseball bat and vocalizing,

unfold overtime as coordinated sequences of sub-movements 1, 2 19 49.  Furthermore, the

sensory world exhibits temporal structure and so perception can be thought of as

processing a series of sequential events 2 103 40, 44 4, 104 105.  The structure of both sensory

and behavioral sequences is neither completely stereotyped nor completely random, but

instead exhibits statistical regularities.  The statistical reproducibility of sequences

enables an organism to predict upcoming sensory/behavioral states based on the current

state 4, 24, 39, 61, 63, 104-112.  The ability of an organism to form predictions based on the

statistics of experienced sequences implies that the neural circuits underlying the

perception and production of those sequences exhibit predictive dynamics that reflect

these statistics 4, 39, 61-63, 70, 104, 106-108, 110-112.  The core computation of statistical prediction is

central to many theories of nervous system function2, including reinforcement learning 106,

107, optimal sensory-motor control 2, 19, statistical decision-making 4, 103-105 and efficient

coding of sensory information 60, 108, 112.  Despite the numerous demonstrations of

sequential neuronal activation12, 51, 65, 67, 68, 70, 113, 114, experimental demonstration of neural

circuits exhibiting predictive dynamics that reflect the detailed experienced statistical

structure of upcoming events are limited.  Here, we investigate if and how a sensory-

motor circuit that is intimately involved in both the perception and production of a

complex sequential behavior exhibits predictive neural dynamics that reflect the statistics

of those sequences.
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Songbirds provide an excellent model system for investigating the neural circuitry

involved in the perception and production of a complex sequential behavior.  Birdsong is

a learned behavior in which each bird produces a unique set of discrete acoustic elements,

termed syllables, organized into sequences (Fig. 2-1.a-c).  For the Bengalese finch (Bf)

these sequences are highly variable; multiple syllables may transition to any given

syllable (convergence points, Fig. 2-1.c) and any particular syllable may transition to

multiple syllables (divergence points, Fig. 2-1.c).  Despite this variability in song

production, sequencing is not random, as the probabilistic structure of syllable transitions

is statistically reproducible across weeks-to-months (J.T.Sakata, personal

communication).  Furthermore, the silent gap between syllables associated with a given

transition, the inter-syllable gap (ISG), also exhibits a reproducible stochastic structure

115.  Thus, the song of the Bf provides a behavior with rich statistics in its sequential and

temporal structure.
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In songbirds, the brain regions responsible for the perception, acquisition, and production

of song are well studied.  Sensory-motor nucleus HVC (acronym used as proper name)

provides much of the descending motor control for the temporal structure of learned song

(Fig. 2-1.d) 9, 12, 16, 49-51 and is likely to be involved in song sequencing 16, 49, 50.  More

specifically, converging evidence supports the hypothesis that HVC contains a ‘synaptic

chain’ for song production 12, 50, 51, 116, 117.  In such a model, due to the asymmetry of

synaptic connections, the activation of one unit in the chain results in the activation of

subsequent units in the chain in a temporally directed fashion 118 28, 49, 51, 73.  Interestingly,

HVC neurons also respond more strongly to playback of the bird’s own song (BOS)

relative to manipulated versions of BOS, such as songs with reverse syllable ordering 8, 52,
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53.  Hence, the auditory responses of HVC neurons depend on syllable sequencing.

Furthermore, it has been suggested that playback of BOS stimuli engages the same

circuitry in HVC that is utilized during singing 10, 14, 16, 58. Taken together, these results

suggest that the temporal/sequential statistics of song production should be evident in the

dynamics of HVC activity after the playback of song sequences.

We tested whether and how HVC neurons exhibit predictive dynamics that reflect the

statistics of an individual’s song by recording neural activity evoked during the playback

of syllable sequences as well as the induced activity following these sequences.  We

show that playback of BOS induces robust post-stimulus activity that exhibits large scale

temporal structure that is similar to BOS evoked auditory responses.  Furthermore, we

demonstrate that the fine-grained temporal structure of post-stimulus activity induced by

playback of a BOS sequence is similar to neural activity evoked by the next syllable in

the sequence for low entropy transitions, but not for high entropy transitions.  Thus, the

uncertainty of a given transition modulates the predictive strength of post-stimulus

induced dynamics.  By varying the final inter-syllable gap during sequence playback, we

demonstrate that the temporal tuning for individual syllables reflects the produced

temporal statistics of that transition.  We next simulated post-stimulus activity with only

experimentally determined components and show that these simulations, which have no

free parameters, quantitatively reproduce the observed difference between low and high

entropy transitions in the predictive strength of sequence-induced post-stimulus activity.

Finally, we show that a simple spiking neural circuit capable of generating probabilistic

sequences reproduces several temporal correlations seen in both physiology and

behavior.  Our results demonstrate that HVC dynamics are predictive of upcoming

syllables and are tuned to the statistics of produced song.  Furthermore, they motivate a
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simple neural circuit that can both generate probabilistic song sequences and account for

sensory responses to the playback of those sequences.

Results

BOS playback induces robust post-stimulus neural activity

We began our investigation of the playback induced dynamics of HVC neural activity by

comparing the activity that persists after the offset of BOS playback with both the activity

that persists after the offset of rBOS (a control stimulus with identical power spectra but

reversed temporal structure), as well as the auditory responses evoked by playback of

BOS.  Figure 2-2.a shows example oscillograms of a bird’s own song stimulus (BOS,

left) and the temporally reversed BOS stimulus (rBOS, right), as well as the evoked

auditory response (mean ± s.e.m.) at one site displayed below.  The auditory response

evoked by BOS was greater in both over all magnitude and temporal modulation than the

auditory response evoked by rBOS.  We quantified the difference in the magnitude of

evoked responses by measuring the mean spike rate evoked by both stimuli relative to the

mean baseline activity, a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio.  The average baseline

normalized auditory response evoked by BOS and rBOS playback at 77 sites is displayed

in Figure 2-2.b.  The magnitude of BOS evoked auditory responses was significantly

greater than the magnitude of auditory responses evoked by rBOS (mean ± s.e.m., ***:P

≤ 10-10, paired t-test on log10 data, n = 77 sites from 11 birds).  Thus, BOS playback

evokes a greater auditory response than does rBOS.
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We also observed that the post-stimulus activity induced by BOS playback was larger

than the post-stimulus activity induced by rBOS playback.  For the example stimuli in

Figure 2-2.a, the post-stimulus induced activity is demarcated by grey shading and is

displayed on an expanded temporal scale below (mean ± s.e.m.).  To ensure that we are

not examining neural activity evoked by the last syllable in the song, our analysis

window begins 15 ms after stimulus offset to account for auditory latencies in HVC.   In

this example, we see that the post-stimulus activity induced by BOS playback exhibited a

temporally modulated decay, the amplitude of which was initially larger than the post-

stimulus activity induced by rBOS, which consisted primarily of an offset response.  Note

that the post-stimulus activity induced by BOS settled to a level that was slightly lower

than the activity induced by rBOS.  Across the 77 sites in our data set, a similar temporal

profile of post-stimulus induced activity was observed.  The average baseline normalized

post-stimulus activity induced by BOS and rBOS is displayed in Figure 2-2.c.  We found

that, on average, BOS playback induced post-stimulus activity (blue) that was initially 4

times above baseline (red dashed line), decayed rapidly to sub-baseline levels after ~300

ms and returned to near baseline levels after ~1 sec.  In contrast, rBOS induced post-

stimulus activity was initially modestly above baseline and decayed slowly to baseline

levels.

It is not surprising that the magnitude of the activity after playback of BOS is larger than

rBOS as BOS evoked responses were also larger than rBOS responses.  To control for

this, we removed the differences in time-varying mean activity between BOS and rBOS

induced post-stimulus activity by fitting a decaying function to the post-stimulus activity

at each site (see Methods).  We then measured the spectral power of the residuals within

the 5-25 Hz frequency band, which is the frequency band occupied by the majority of the

power of BOS evoked responses (data not shown, see Methods).  This procedure
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eliminates differences in the time varying mean and measures the strength of the resulting

signal that resides in the frequency band occupied by BOS evoked auditory responses.

Figure 2-2.d displays the power of the residuals (mean ± s.e.m., n = 77 sites) as a function

of time for BOS induced post-stimulus activity (blue) and rBOS induced post-stimulus

activity (black).  As is evident from this plot and is quantified in the inset, the residual

power within the first 250 ms after stimulus offset was larger for BOS induced activity

than for rBOS induced activity (0.02 ± 0.04 vs. -0.18 ± 0.04, mean ± s.e.m. of log10 data,

***: P ≤ 10-4, paired t-test on log10 data, n = 77 sites from 11 birds).  The grey boxes in

Figure 2-2.d demarcate the average temporal location and duration of produced syllables.

We note that the BOS induced residual power exhibited temporal modulations that were

approximately matched to the temporal structure of Bf songs. This suggests that the

power of the BOS induced post-stimulus activity reverberated in lock step with the

temporal structure of song.

BOS induced post-stimulus activity was temporally similar to BOS evoked auditory

responses

We next compared the temporal modulation of BOS induced post-stimulus activity to the

temporal structure of BOS evoked auditory responses.  At each site we calculated the

average BOS evoked auditory responses in a 500 ms window that began 15 ms after the

offset of the syllables in the BOS stimulus.  We subtracted off the time varying mean and

calculated the power of the residuals in 5-25 Hz frequency band, as was done for the

post-stimulus activity.  We then compared the temporal fluctuations in the power of the

BOS evoked residuals to the fluctuations in the power of the BOS induced post-stimulus

activity using a cross-covariance analysis.  On average, across 77 sites, we found that the

temporal structure of post-stimulus activity was similar to evoked activity when both

were aligned to syllable offsets.  In Figure 2-2.e, we plot the mean residual power

(normalized to 0-1) evoked by BOS playback (black) and the BOS induced post-stimulus
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activity (blue), which exhibited a strong correlation (R = 0.54) when aligned to syllable

offset.  On average, across a site-by-site comparison, the cross-covariance between BOS

evoked responses and BOS induced post-stimulus activity exhibited a peak at 0 shift (Fig.

2-2.f, blue curve, mean ± s.e.m. n = 77 sites).  For comparison, we also present the results

of a site-by-site randomization procedure that destroys the temporal alignment of evoked

and induced activity (Fig. 2-2.f, black curve, mean ± s.e.m. n = 77 sites).  This

randomization procedure creates a data set that can be used to test the null-hypothesis that

there is no phase relationship between BOS evoked responses and BOS induced post-

stimulus activity: under this null-hypothesis, the temporal alignment of the signals to

syllable offsets is unimportant.  We quantified the magnitude of temporal similarity

between the signals in question by measuring the maximum correlation coefficient within

± 25 ms of zero-shift.  The distribution of site-by-site maximum correlation coefficients

between BOS evoked responses and BOS induced post-stimulus activity was

significantly greater than the maximum correlation coefficients from the randomization

procedure (0.32 ± 0.03 vs. 0.19 ± 0.01, mean ± s.e.m., ***: P ≤ 10-4, paired t-test, n = 77

sites from 11 birds).

Taken together, these data show that playback of BOS stimuli induced robust post-

stimulus activity that is larger in both amplitude and temporal modulations than post-

stimulus activity induced by rBOS.  Furthermore, these results show that the gross

temporal structure of BOS induced post-stimulus activity is similar to the temporal

structure of evoked auditory responses.  Therefore, these results suggest that the

dynamics of BOS induced post-stimulus activity reflects the temporal structure of song.
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Post-stimulus activity induced by low-entropy transitions was predictive of the

upcoming syllable(s)

The results of the previous sections demonstrate that playback of BOS induced post-

stimulus activity in HVC, the power of which waxes-and-wanes with the gross temporal

structure of song. To interrogate the induced dynamics of HVC activity on a finer

temporal scale, we compared the post-stimulus activity induced by playback of song

sequences to the auditory responses evoked by the upcoming syllables in the sequence.  If

sequence induced post-stimulus activity is predictive for the upcoming syllables in the

sequence, then, at an appropriate time, we expect it to be more similar to the auditory

responses to upcoming syllables than to the responses to other syllables.  Therefore, at the

same site, we played back short sequences of syllables (3-6 syllables) from BOS as well

as the individual syllables presented in isolation.  Many syllables and sequences were

played back at 18 multi-unit sites in 7 birds.  We measured the temporal similarity

(correlation coefficient) between sequence induced post-stimulus activity and the single-

syllable response evoked by the upcoming syllable(s) in the sequence, as well as the

single-syllable responses evoked by the other syllables in the bird’s repertoire (i.e. those

that did not follow the presented sequence during song production).  Figure 2-3.a presents

the transition diagram and the single-syllable response waveforms evoked by the five

syllables that compose this bird’s song (excluding intro-notes) when presented in

isolation.  The transition diagram in Figure 2-3.a is representative of Bf songs, which can

be composed of sequence transitions exhibiting a range of conditional probabilities, with

some stereotyped transitions (Fig. 2-3.a, ‘d’ always transitions to ‘e’) and other more

variable transitions (Fig. 2-3.a, ‘c’ can transition to ‘d’, ‘a’, or ‘l’).  Transitions that

exhibit low variability in the identity of upcoming syllables have low conditional entropy

(transition entropy conditioned on ‘d’ is H = 0 bits).  Conversely, transitions that exhibit

high variability in the identity of upcoming syllables high conditional entropy (transition
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entropy conditioned on ‘c’ is H = 0.95 bits).  As the entropy of a transition is inversely

related to the predictability of upcoming syllables, we would expect lower entropy

transitions to induce post-stimulus activity with greater predictive strength.
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We first examined the temporal similarity of post-stimulus activity induced by the

playback of BOS sequences when the sequences ended in low-entropy transitions

(defined here as those transitions with less than 0.75 bits of entropy) and the auditory

response evoked by the upcoming syllable(s) in the bird’s song.  Figure 2-3.b presents the

auditory response evoked by playback of the sequence ‘ABCD’ (blue rectangles

demarcate onsets and offsets of played back syllables), as well as the induced post-

stimulus activity (offset of sound demarcated by red-dashed line) with the single-syllable

responses to ‘E’ presented above the period of time when it would have occurred had the

sequence ‘ABCDE’ been presented (grey box).  Here we see that the post-stimulus

activity induced by playback of the sequence ‘ABCD’ is qualitatively similar to the

auditory response evoked by syllable ‘E’ at a time when syllable ‘E’ would have

occurred.  To quantify the temporal similarity between sequence induced post-stimulus

activity and single-syllable responses we measured the correlation coefficient between

single-syllable responses and induced post-stimulus activity using a sliding covariance

analysis of the local post-stimulus activity (see Methods).  This method measures the

similarity between single-syllable responses and segments of post-stimulus activity of the

same duration, after subtracting the local mean of each waveform.  Extracting segments

of post-stimulus activity beginning at different latencies relative to stimulus offset

allowed for an examination of the temporal location of maximal similarity.

We found that post-stimulus activity induced by the playback of BOS sequences ending

in low-entropy transitions were more similar to single-syllable responses evoked by

upcoming syllables than to the responses evoked by the other syllables in the bird’s

repertoire.  Figure 2-3.c presents the time-varying correlation coefficients comparing

post-stimulus activity to evoked single-syllable responses for the next syllable(s) in the

sequence (blue) and the other syllables in the bird’s repertoire (black) (mean ± s.e.m.).
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Most importantly, the overall magnitudes of correlation coefficients were generally larger

for next syllables than for other syllables.  We quantified this difference by extracting the

maximum correlation coefficients between 45 ms and 90 ms for individual syllables.  A

paired comparison of the maximal correlation coefficients for upcoming syllables and the

average maximal correlation coefficients for other syllables allowed for a direct test of

the hypothesis that HVC dynamics induced by playback of song sequences are more

similar to responses evoked by upcoming syllables than to responses evoked by other

syllables in the bird’s repertoire.  We found that next syllable correlations were

significantly greater than other syllable correlations.  The scatter-plot of Figure 2-3.e

shows that the majority of correlation coefficients for upcoming syllables were larger

than for other syllables (P < 2x10-4, Wilcoxon sign-rank test, n = 44 syllables, black point

is mean ± s.e.m.).  The time of individual peak-values, relative to the offset of the last

syllable, are indicated by the black dots in Figure 2-3.c (grey dashed line, median time of

peak; small random displacement added to individual points for display purposes only).

We found that upcoming syllables were maximally correlated with post-stimulus activity

that began, on average, ~60 ms after the offset of the last syllable in the sequence.  This is

delayed by 22 ms relative to the mean of the produced inter-syllable gaps for these

syllables (mean ISG = 38 ms, red-dashed line).  We found that peak correlation times

exhibited a trend to be correlated with the mean inter-syllable gaps (R = 0.21, P < 0.16, n

= 44 syllables) for these low entropy transitions.  These results demonstrate that playback

of BOS sequences ending in low-entropy transitions induced post-stimulus activity in

HVC that was most similar to activity evoked by upcoming syllables.  Therefore, they

suggest that the dynamics of HVC activity induced by playback of low-entropy

transitions are predictive for upcoming syllables.
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Transition entropy modulated the predictive strength of induced HVC dynamics

The results of the previous section demonstrate that playback of BOS sequences induced

post-stimulus activity that was predictive for upcoming syllables when the final transition

was low-entropy.  We next examined the dynamics of HVC activity induced by the

playback of BOS sequences when the sequences ended in high-entropy transitions

(defined here as those transitions with more than 0.85 bits of entropy) using the same

methods described above.  As the upcoming syllable is inherently less predictable for

high-entropy transitions, we expected a reduction in the predictive strength of post-

stimulus activity following high-entropy transitions.

In striking contrast to the results obtained for low-entropy transitions, we found that post-

stimulus activity induced by the playback of BOS sequences ending in high-entropy

transitions were as similar to single-syllable responses evoked by upcoming syllables as

to the responses evoked by the other syllables in the bird’s repertoire.  Figure 2-3.d

presents the average time-varying correlation coefficients comparing post-stimulus

activity to evoked single syllable responses for the next syllables in the sequence (blue)

and the other syllables in the bird’s repertoire (black).  Most importantly, the overall

magnitudes of correlation coefficients were generally not larger for next syllables than for

other syllables.  A paired comparison between the maximal correlation coefficients for

next syllables and the average maximal correlation coefficients for other syllables

allowed for a direct test of the hypothesis that post-stimulus activity following high

entropy transitions are more similar to responses evoked by upcoming syllables relative

to responses evoked by other syllables in the bird’s repertoire.  We found that next

syllable correlation coefficients were statistically indistinguishable from other syllable

correlation coefficients (Fig. 2-3.f, P > 0.8, Wilcoxon sign-rank test, n = 44 syllables,

black point is mean ± s.e.m.).  We found that upcoming syllables were maximally

correlated with post-stimulus activity that began ~65 ms after the offset of the last
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syllable in the sequence.  This is delayed by 22 ms relative to the mean of the produced

inter-syllable gaps for these syllables (red dashed line, mean ISG = 43 ms).  We found

that peak correlation times exhibited no correlation with the mean inter-syllable gaps (R

= 0.07, P < 0.65, n = 44) for high entropy sequences.  These results demonstrate that

playback of BOS sequences ending in high-entropy transitions induces post-stimulus

activity in HVC that is not selective for upcoming syllables.

We next tested the hypothesis that the predictive strength of HVC dynamics induced by

BOS sequences was greater for low-entropy transitions than for high-entropy transitions.

We quantified the predictive strength of sequence-induced post-stimulus activity as the

paired difference between next syllable correlation coefficients and other syllable

correlation coefficients (ΔR).  As the results presented above would suggest, we found

that the difference in correlation coefficients between next and other syllables was

significantly larger for low-entropy transitions than for high-entropy transitions (Fig. 2-

3.g, **: P < 0.01, paired t-test, n = 44 syllables for both).  These results show that

transition entropy modulates the degree to which the temporal structure of playback

induced neural dynamics is predictive for upcoming syllables: low-entropy transitions

induced post-stimulus activity that was more similar to the upcoming syllables than to

other syllables, while post-stimulus activity induced by high-entropy transitions was not.

Put another way, the uncertainty with which a bird transitions to upcoming syllables

modulates the strength with which sequence induced neural activity is predictive for

those syllables.

Temporal tuning for syllable transitions was dictated by produced inter-syllable

gaps.

The results of the previous sections demonstrate that the dynamics of HVC post-stimulus

activity induced by the playback of syllable sequences exhibit a component that is tuned
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to the timing of sequence production.  For example, BOS induced post-stimulus activity

exhibited temporal structure that was related to the gross-level structure of BOS evoked

auditory responses.  Furthermore, differences in transition entropy aside, the results

presented in Figure 2-3.c,d demonstrate that single-syllable responses are most similar to

post-stimulus activity that began on the order of an inter-syllable gap after the offset of

the last syllable.  As the inter-syllable gap between two syllables is reproducible across

renditions and is thought be controlled, at least in part, by local HVC dynamics, we

investigated the degree to which the temporal tuning exhibited by HVC neurons for

single syllables was dictated by the produced inter-syllable gaps for that transition.

To investigate the degree to which HVC auditory responses exhibited temporal tuning for

syllable transitions that was dictated by the produced inter-syllable gaps for that

transition, we presented sequences of syllables (3-5 syllables) and varied the time

between the last syllable and the previous syllable (Fig. 2-4.a provides an illustration of

the experimental paradigm).  The plots of Figure 2-4.b.i-iii provide an example of the

observed temporal tuning for one transition recorded at multiple sites in the HVC of one

bird.  Figure 2-4.b.i presents the spike rate in response to the last syllable as a function of

the temporal offset from the previous syllable (mean ± s.e.m.).  Here we see that the

temporal tuning exhibited a non-monotonic dependence on the time from offset of the

previous syllable (dt).  As can be seen in Figure 2-4.b.ii, similar results were obtained at

the other sites at which this stimulus was played (z-scores, mean ± s.e.m., n = 4 sites).

The probability distribution of inter-syllable gaps (ISGs) for this transition produced by

the bird during singing is presented in Figure 2-4.b.iii.  Comparison of the temporal

tuning curve and the produced ISG distribution demonstrates that the temporal tuning

exhibited a large peak that was well aligned to the produced inter-syllable gaps for that

transition.  Figure 2-4.c presents results from a different bird for a transition where the

produced inter-syllable gaps (Fig. 2-4.c.ii) is much larger than for the example in Figure
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2-4.b.  Again we see that the temporal tuning (c.i, z-scores, n = 5 sites), was well aligned

to the produced ISGs (Fig. 2-4.c.ii).
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Across the 27 sites at which we tested temporal tuning we found a strong correlation

between the peak-location of the temporal tuning curve and the mean produced ISG for a

given transition (R2 = 0.67, P < 10-10, n = 27 sites, 6 transitions, blue dots: individual

sites, small horizontal shift added to overlapping points, black squares: mean across sites,

dashed black line is best linear fit, dashed grey line is unity).  These results demonstrate

that temporal tuning for individual transitions is strongly influenced by the produced

inter-syllable gap distribution.  Interestingly, we found that the peak in temporal tuning

was delayed by an average of 11.7 ± 2.7 ms (mean ± s.e.m., n = 27) relative to the

produced mean inter-syllable gap for a transition, which was significantly greater than

zero (P < 10-3, t-test).  This delay was also evident from the best-fit line, which had a y-

intercept of 5.6 ms and a slope of 1.18, suggesting that the delay between peak temporal

tuning and produced inter-syllable gaps was larger for longer inter-syllable gaps.  Finally,

an examination of the temporal tuning curves in Figure 2-4.b.ii and Figure 2-4.c.ii

suggested that the width of temporal tuning curves might increase as mean produced

inter-syllable gap increases.  Using the standard deviation from a Gaussian fitting

procedure (see Methods) as a measure of tuning curve width, we observed that the width

(i.e. standard deviation) of the mean temporal tuning curves for each transition scaled

linearly with the mean ISG of that transition (R2 = 0.74, Δ = 0.30, P < 0.05, n = 6 unique

transitions tested).  This shows that as the mean inter-syllable gap increases, the

variability in the temporal tuning increases.  Taken together, these results demonstrate

that the distribution of produced inter-syllable gaps for a given transition influences both

the location of the peak and the breadth of the temporal tuning exhibited by HVC

neurons.

As the properties of the temporal tuning described above must result from the internal

dynamics of song circuitry induced by the presented sequences, these observations

provide another demonstration that the dynamics of HVC activity are predictive for
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upcoming syllables.  Furthermore, we note that although highly correlated with the

produced inter-syllable gaps, the temporal tuning for individual transitions exhibited a

systematic shift to the right, such that temporal tuning was delayed by an average of ~12

ms relative to the mean produced inter-syllable gap.  These results are in line with the

observation that the peaks in temporal similarity (Fig. 2-3.c,e) also exhibited a systematic

rightward shift relative to produced inter-syllable gaps.

Transition entropy modulates the magnitude of predictive strength in simulated

post-stimulus activity

We have provided converging lines of evidence supporting the hypothesis that playback

of sequences of syllables induces post-stimulus activity that is predictive for the next

syllable in the sequence.  In particular, we have demonstrated that both the peak location

and width of temporal tuning for individual syllables is dictated by the produced inter-

syllable gaps.  We have also shown that the entropy of a given transition modulates the

degree to which induced post-stimulus activity is predictive for up-coming syllables, with

low-entropy transitions exhibiting significantly greater predictive strength than high-

entropy transitions.  This last observation suggests that the neural circuitry underlying

post-stimulus activity weighs the strength of its prediction of upcoming syllables

inversely proportional to the uncertainty of those syllables.  We sought to understand the

mechanisms by which transition entropy modulates the predictive strength of sequence

induced post-stimulus activity.  Converging lines of evidence suggest that HVC contains

a ‘chain’ of synaptically connected neurons that, at least in part, underlies the control of

the temporal/sequential aspects of song.  In such a ‘synaptic chain’, during singing,

activation of the population of neurons corresponding to a given syllable (e.g. ‘a’) will, at
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an appropriate latency (the ISG), activate the population of neurons corresponding to the

next syllable in the sequence (e.g. ‘b’).  Furthermore, it is thought that the auditory

response properties of HVC arise in part from activation of the same circuitry that is

engaged during song production, that is, the underlying ‘synaptic chain’.  In such a

model, playback of a sequence (e.g. ‘abc’) should induce the activation of the population

of neurons for the next syllable in the sequence (e.g. ‘d’).  In this way, post-stimulus

activity that is induced by sequence playback can be understood as the propagation of

activity continuing along the ‘synaptic chain’ for song production.  We next tested the

sufficiency of a ‘synaptic chain’ model to recapitulate the observed entropy dependent

modulation of the predictive strength of sequence induced post-stimulus activity.

We begin with a description of the components of these simulations using a low-entropy

transition, as depicted in Figure 2-5.a.i.  For this example, the conditional probability of

syllable ‘c’ being the next syllable in the sequence, given that syllable ‘b’ was ‘played

back’, is one (P(c|b) = 1, H = 0 bits of entropy).  Thus, on a given trial of the simulations

in which ‘b’ was ‘played back’, after a stochastic delay that corresponded to the

measured inter-syllable gap distribution (Fig. 2-5.a.i, ISG distribution), the

experimentally measured single-syllable response to syllable ‘c’ was added onto a

noiseless background consisting of the experimentally determined exponential decay of

post-stimulus activity.  This corresponds to the population of neurons that correspond to

‘c’ being activated by the ‘b’ population of neurons, with latency determined by the ISG

distribution for that transition.  The heat map of Figure 2-5.a.ii displays 1000 simulated

trials of the post-stimulus activity induced by the ‘playback’ of a sequence ending in
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syllable ‘b’ (here, hotter colors correspond to higher levels of spiking activity), with the

cross-trial average presented in Figure 2-5.a.iii.  The black trace in Figure 2-5.a.iv shows

the average activity excised from the exponential decay and overlays the single-syllable

response to ‘c’ in blue, offset by the mean inter-syllable gap.  As expected, these two

waveforms are very similar, as the only variability that contributes to the average is the

jitter in onset latency of the response ‘c’.
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Simulations of post-stimulus activity induced by sequences terminating in transitions

with multiple possible upcoming syllables proceeded similarly, as depicted in Figure 2-

5.b.i-iv.  In this example (as in the simulations), on any given trial, one-and-only-one

syllable is activated by the presentation of the last syllable in the sequence (winner-take-

all competition).  Which syllable gets activated on any given trial was stochastic and

obeyed the experimentally determined first-order Markov transition probabilities.  For the

example in Figure 2-5.b, this corresponds to the single-syllable response for ‘d’ being

selected on 72% of the trials (P(d|c) = 0.72), ‘a’ on 26% of trials (P(a|c) = 0.26), and ‘l’

on 2% of the trials (P(l|c) = 0.02).  The effects of the increased sequence variability are

apparent when examining the traces of Figure 2-5.b.iv: the mean post-stimulus activity

(less the exponential decay, black line) was the average of the individual single-syllable

responses to ‘d’ (blue), ‘a’ (red), and ‘l’ (yellow), weighted by their transition probability.

Thus, the similarity of each single-syllable response waveform to the average post-

stimulus activity will be proportional to its conditional probability.  Therefore, the

similarity of any one waveform to the average will depend on the entropy of the

transition.

We simulated post-stimulus activity using only the experimentally determined

components described above.  As was done for our physiology data, we measured the

correlation coefficient between the average (across trials) simulated post-stimulus activity

and single-syllable responses.  The time-varying correlation coefficients between

simulated post-stimulus activity and evoked single-syllable responses for the next
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syllables in the sequence (blue) and other syllables (black) for low-entropy transitions are

presented in Figure 2-5.c and for high-entropy transitions in Figure 2-5.e (n = 131

syllables for both).  Most importantly, we found that the maximal correlation coefficients

were significantly greater for low-entropy transitions than for high-entropy transitions

(bar graph, black error-bars, mean ± s.e.m., P < 10-3, paired t-test, n = 131).  Strikingly,

the observed differences were not significantly different from the experimentally

observed values (red lines and grey boxes, mean ± s.e.m., P > 0.4 for both comparisons,

un-paired t-test, n = 131 for simulated data & n = 44 for experimental data).  The dots at

the bottom correspond to location of peaks for individual syllables, with the grey dashed

line demarcating the median.  As observed experimentally, the peak in the average next-

syllable correlation coefficient derived from low-entropy transitions occurred earlier than

the peak for high entropy transitions (35 ms vs. 45 ms).  However, unlike the

experimentally derived data, the locations of peaks for simulated data were not greatly

delayed relative to the mean of the inter-syllable gaps for these transitions (mean ISG low

entropy = 36 ms & mean ISG high entropy = 45 ms).  We observed that the inclusion of

timing variability was necessary to quantitatively reproduce the experimentally observed

difference in ΔR between low and high-entropy transitions.  These simulations reveal that

the observed reduction of the predictive strength of post-stimulus activity induced by

high vs. low-entropy transitions can result from a combination of the increased variability

in both syllable responses and syllable timing associated with high-entropy transitions.
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Simple model of probabilistic sequence generation reproduces physiological and

behavioral temporal correlations

The simulations described above demonstrate that a circuit exhibiting the above

components would be sufficient to recapitulate the observed entropy dependent

modulation of the predictive strength of post-stimulus activity.  Specifically, the above

simulations hypothesized a mechanism for winner-take-all selection of upcoming

syllables that obeys the first-order Markov probabilities observed in song, as well as the

reproduction of the statistics of inter-syllable gaps for a given transition.  The inclusion of

these components were motivated by the hypothesis that playback of song sequences

engaged the same ‘synaptic chain’ in HVC that is active during song production.  We

next demonstrate that a simple ‘synaptic chain’ network can autonomously reproduce

these features.  As noted above, a circuit capable of generating temporal/sequential

predictions should also be sufficient to reproduce the temporal/sequential structure of

song.  Therefore, such a circuit should make testable predictions about the temporal

structure of produced Bf song sequences.

A simple neural circuit capable of generating probabilistic sequences as well as the

statistics of inter-syllable gaps for a given transition is diagrammed in Figure 2-6.a.

Briefly, this network consists of a pre-synaptic neuron (E0), which represents the

population of neurons encoding the last syllable in a sequence presented during playback

(e.g. ‘A’).  In the example shown in 6a, this pre-synaptic neuron makes excitatory

synaptic connections onto two post-synaptic neurons (E1 & E2) with synaptic strength
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W01 & W02, respectively.  Here, E1 and E2 are conceptualized as representing the

populations of neurons that encode upcoming syllables in the sequence, given the syllable

represented by E0.  For example, if E0 represents syllable ‘A’, then E1 & E2 could

represent syllables ‘B’ and ‘C’ respectively.  Finally, E1 and E2 make excitatory

connections onto inhibitory neurons (I) to instantiate winner-take-all competition

between them.  That is, action potential generation in either E1 or E2 generates strong

inhibitory input to the other, mediated by the inhibitory neurons, essentially shutting it

down.  In this way, one-and-only-one post-synaptic neuron is activated at a time,

corresponding to one syllable being activated, as utilized in the simulated post-stimulus

activity of the previous section.
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An example of the dynamics of this circuit is shown in Figure 2-6.b, which shows the

membrane potential of E1(blue) and E2 (black) being driving by input from E0.  Due to

the constant injection of current from E0 coupled with a noisy background, the membrane

potential of both E1 and E2 follow a noisy integrative trajectory.  As the synaptic input to

E1 is larger than to E2 (W01 > W02), E1 reaches the threshold for spike-generation first,

which causes strong feed-forward inhibition of E2 at a short latency: E1 has won the

‘race-to-threshold’.  Associating E0 with syllable ‘A’ and E1 with syllable ‘B’, this

would be analogous to the activation of syllable ‘B’ after syllable ‘A’.  In Figure 2-6.c we

show that by varying the ratio of the synaptic strengths (W01/W02), this circuit is

capable of generating probabilistic firing of E1 conditioned on E0 that spans the range of

observed transition probabilities: as the relative strength of W01 increases, so does the

conditional probability of E1 spiking (P(Spk(E1)|Spk(E0)).  Although we are using single

leaky integrate-and-fire neurons in these simulations, prior modeling work of the HVC

microcircuit has shown that a network consisting of hundred’s of biophysically detailed

neurons with a similar connectivity is capable of generating probabilistic sequences 73.

Thus, it is the connectivity of the circuit that is the crucial determinant of the dynamics

necessary for sequence generation.  Therefore, this circuit provides a mechanism for

winner-take-all selection of upcoming syllables that obeys the first-order Markov

probabilities observed in Bf songs.

We observed that the statistics of spike latencies generated by this circuit exhibited

strong, systematic dependencies on the conditional spike probabilities.  For example, the

plots of Figure 2-6.d display the membrane potential of neuron E1 across 50 independent
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trials for three different conditional probabilities (Fig. 2-6.d.i: P = 0.75, Fig.6d.ii: P = 0.5,

Fig. 2-6.d.iii: P = 0.25, Gaussian fit of spike times above each is derived from 100 trials).

Here, we see that as the synaptic strength of W01 increased, the number of spikes

increased (indicated by spike density), corresponding to E1 ‘winning’ the competition

more often.  This increase in synaptic strength and spike probability was accompanied by

a decrease in both the mean and variability of spike latencies.  These intuitive

observations are systematically quantified in plots of Figure 2-6..e-g, which show that

there is a strong positive correlation between the mean and the standard deviation of

spike latency distributions (Fig. 2-6.e, Δ = 0.36, R  = 0.88), which arises from the shared

negative correlation of both the mean (Fig. 2-6.f, Δ = -5.33, R  = -0.92) and the standard

deviation (Fig. 2-6.g, Δ = -2.00, R  = -0.84) with the conditional spike probability.

Interpreting the conditional probability of neuronal spiking in this circuit (i.e. P(E1|E0))

with the conditional predictive activation of upcoming syllables during playback of

sequences (i.e. P(B|A)), the spike latency distributions corresponds to the temporal tuning

distributions.  Thus, this model predicts that the standard deviation of temporal tuning

should increase with the mean of the associated inter-syllable gap, as observed (Fig. 2-

4.e).  Furthermore, as higher entropy transitions will generally be associated with lower

probabilities, this model also predicts that the maximal similarity of single-syllables with

post-stimulus activity should occur later for high entropy transitions relative to low

entropy transitions, as was also observed both experimentally and in the simulated post-

stimulus activity.
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As this circuit can be interpreted not only as a model of sequence prediction but also of

sequence production, this model predicts that the standard deviation of the inter-syllable

gap distribution associated with a given transition should increase with the mean of that

distribution, and that both the mean and the standard deviation should be negatively

correlated with the transition probability.  To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the songs

of 32 Bf’s, consisting of over 90,000 hand labeled syllables, and measured the mean and

standard deviation of the inter-syllable gap distributions associated with the 545 unique

transitions.  In agreement with the predictions of the model and with the physiology data,

we found that standard deviation of an inter-syllable gap distribution was positively

correlated with its mean (Fig. 2-6.i. R = 0.70, Δ = 0.23, P < 10-10, n = 545 transitions, and

both mean (Fig. 2-6.i, R = -0.46, Δ = -59.2, P < 10-10, n = 545) and standard deviation

(Fig. 2-6.j, R = -0.48, Δ = -18.4, P < 10-10, n = 545) were negatively correlated with the

transition probability.

These data demonstrate that the observed positive correlation between the standard

deviation of the temporal tuning curve and the mean of the produced inter-syllable gap

for a given transition (Fig. 2-4.e) is also present in produced song sequences.  It

demonstrates that the observed relationship between the mean and standard deviation of

an ISG distribution is due to a shared negative correlation between both the mean and

standard deviation with the conditional probability associated with that transition.  We

have provided a simple neural circuit that generates probabilistic transitions that span the

range of conditional probabilities observed in Bf song.  Furthermore, this model correctly

predicts the temporal correlations between mean, standard deviation, and conditional
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probability observed in the behavior.  Taken together, these results support a probabilistic

synaptic chaining model underlying both the generation of Bf song sequences and the

predictive neural dynamics we have observed physiologically.

Discussion

Song is a learned sensory-motor behavior composed of sequences of syllables separated

by inter-syllable gaps.  Although there is production variability in both the probability of

sequence transitions and the inter-syllable gaps associated with those transitions, both are

statistically reproducible across several weeks (J.T.Sakata, personal communication).

The statistical reproducibility of this temporal/sequential variability suggests that the

sensory-motor circuitry responsible for the perception/production of a bird’s song may

form predictions that reflect this variability.  Sensory-motor nucleus HVC is intimately

involved in both the production and perception of BOS 8-10, 12, 14, 16, 49-53, 58, 116.  Our primary

experimental finding is that the produced entropy of a given transition modulates the

degree to which HVC neural activity following playback of a sequence resembles the

auditory response to the next syllable in the sequence.  We also show that the temporal

statistics of produced song transitions dictate the temporal tuning for those transitions

during playback.  We further demonstrate that both of these experimental observations

can be reproduced by a simple model of probabilistic sequence generation.  Furthermore,

this model correctly predicts the observed negative correlations between produced

transition probability and both the mean and standard deviation of the associated inter-

syllable gap distributions.  These results demonstrate that the same circuitry that is
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capable of generating probabilistic sequences can also form sensory predictions based on

the statistics of the produced sequences.

Predictive neural dynamics reflect behavioral statistics

Our study began with the observation that playback of BOS induced robust post-stimulus

activity in HVC that persisted for hundreds of milliseconds.  We observed that the

magnitude of fluctuations in BOS induced post-stimulus activity were larger than those

induced by rBOS playback.  Furthermore, at a given site, the gross-level temporal profile

of post-stimulus activity induced by a particular BOS stimulus was similar to the average

response evoked by that BOS.  In the sleeping zebra finch, it has been observed that

spontaneous patterns of activity in various song nuclei are nearly identical to the patterns

of activity during singing58, giving rise to the hypothesis that these spontaneous patterns

of activity represent song ‘replay’ 58.  Therefore, the dual auditory-motor role of HVC 14,

16 10 in perceiving 8, 52, 53 and producing 12, 49-51 the temporal/sequential structure of a bird’s

song suggests that the observed post-stimulus activity induced by BOS playback

represents the continuation of activity along the circuit that produces/recognizes a given

bird’s song.  Thus, the observed playback induced post-stimulus activity can be thought

of as the song circuitry ‘replaying’ a prediction of the upcoming syllables in the sequence

58.

We tested the degree to which post-stimulus activity induced by playback of a sequence

of syllables resembled the temporal structure of the single-syllable response evoked by

the upcoming syllables in the sequence.  We found that, for sequences ending in low-
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entropy transitions, the correlation coefficient between post-stimulus activity and single-

syllable responses evoked by upcoming syllables was larger than the average correlation

coefficient between post-stimulus activity and single-syllable responses evoked by the

other syllables in the bird’s repertoire.  These results demonstrate that post-stimulus

activity in HVC induced by the playback of low-entropy sequences was predictive for

upcoming syllables in the sequence.  Thus, these results support the notion that the

observed post-stimulus activity represent the percolation of activity along the circuitry

that produces/perceives a given bird’s song.

We next utilized the variability of Bf song sequences, which is not present in the zebra

finch, to test the hypothesis that the degree to which post-stimulus activity was

selectively similar to upcoming syllables depended upon the variability in the identity of

those syllables.  In agreement with the intuition that more variable transitions give rise to

weaker predictions about upcoming syllables, we found that the difference in correlation

coefficients comparing upcoming to other syllables was significantly reduced for more

variable transitions (high-entropy) relative to less variable transitions (low-entropy).

These results demonstrate that the entropy of upcoming syllables modulates the degree to

which the post-stimulus activity in HVC induced by sequence playback is selectively

predictive for the upcoming syllables.  Hence, the statistics of produced song sequences

is reflected in the predictive dynamics of HVC activity.

A striking feature of birdsong is the temporal reproducibility of song, both in the duration

of individual syllables as well as the inter-syllable gaps 115.  We thus tested the degree to
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which the auditory response to an individual syllable depended upon the produced inter-

syllable gap distribution.  We found that the peak in temporal tuning was strongly

correlated with the mean of the produced inter-syllable gap distribution.  We further

found that the width of the temporal tuning was positively correlated with the mean of the

produced inter-syllable gap distribution.  This last correlation was also observed in the

behavior: the standard deviation of the produced inter-syllable gap distribution is

positively correlated with the mean of that distribution.  As the temporal tuning for

syllable transitions can only arise from internally generated dynamics, the observations of

temporal tuning that reflects the statistics individual produced transitions provide further

evidence in support of the notion that the predictive neural dynamics of the song circuit

reflect the temporal statistics of song.  Together, our experimental results provide

converging lines of evidence that support the hypothesis that playback of song sequences

induces post-stimulus activity, the dynamics of which are predictive for the statistics of

upcoming song syllables.  Therefore, they support the notion that the observed post-

stimulus activity represents the song-circuit ‘replaying’ a prediction of the upcoming

syllables in the sequence.

In many species, the hippocampus has been implicated in both the encoding and recall of

memory episodes 61.  As episodic memories can be conceptualized as sequences of

events, several aspects of the observed dynamics of neurons in the hippocampus have

been associated with sequence prediction/replay 61.  For example, the phenomena of

phase-procession 64, 119, 120 and the observed asymmetric expansion of neuronal place fields

111, 121 24 have been interpreted as evidence for predictive coding of sequential events 111.
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Another interesting aspect of neuronal dynamics in the hippocampus is the presence of

‘forward replay events’, in which neuronal place fields are ‘replayed’ in the order in

which they were activated during behavior 63, 67, 68, 70, 113.  The temporal replay of neural

ensembles can be conceptualized as stepping through a series of circuit states in a

particular sequence; thus, replay events seem to be similar to the post-stimulus activity

we’ve described in this study.  However, it is noteworthy that in the hippocampus replay

occurs at an accelerated rate relative to behavior 63, 67, 70.  In contrast, the observed

predictive dynamics of the HVC circuit are well matched to the produced behavior, as

would be expected for a circuit that directly controls the corresponding behavior.

Differences in temporal scale aside, our results suggest that the conditional probability of

place field reactivation within a replay event should reflect the conditional probability of

behaviorally relevant decisions made by the animal.

Model of probabilistic sequence prediction/generation

Having provided experimental evidence demonstrating that HVC activity exhibits

predictive dynamic structure that is reflective of the statistics of produced songs, we

sought to understand the circuit mechanisms that generated these dynamics.  To this end,

we simulated post-stimulus induced activity to test the sufficiency of a probabilistic

‘synaptic chain’ model 73, 118 to recapitulate the observed difference between low and high

entropy transitions in the predictive strength of sequence-induced post-stimulus activity .

We found that the combination of increased temporal jitter and increased response

variability associated with high-entropy transitions quantitatively reproduced the

observed difference between low and high-entropy transitions in the predictive strength
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of sequence-induced post-stimulus activity.  These simulations incorporated probabilistic

winner-take-all syllable selection.  This was motivated by a simple behavioral

observation: during production of song, birds sing probabilistic sequences in which one-

and-only one syllable is produced at a given time, demonstrating that the circuitry that

generates song exhibits winner-take-all dynamics.  Furthermore, it is believed that song

playback recruits the same circuitry that is active during song production 10, 14, 16, 58.  In

agreement with this possibility, it has recently been shown that in vitro circuits (i.e.

neuronal cultures) are capable of generating the gross-level timing with which they are

stimulated66.  Therefore, parsimony would suggest that the HVC dynamics that generate

song are the same dynamics that are induced by song playback.

Several lines of evidence are converging on HVC as an integral component in the control

of the temporal/sequential structure of song through a ‘synaptic chain’ 12, 28, 49-51.

Therefore, we investigated the properties of a simplified probabilistic ‘synaptic chain’

circuit of probabilistic sequence prediction/production 73.  The simple model of

probabilistic sequence prediction motivated by our data consists of leaky integrate-and-

fire neurons receiving noisy background current with the following connectivity: one pre-

synaptic neuron (the current state) makes excitatory connections to N neurons (the states

to enter) which in turn excite a population of inhibitory neurons with winner-take-all

connectivity.  Given pre-synaptic spiking, each post-synaptic neuron integrates current

proportional to the synaptic strength from the pre-synaptic unit, and the first one to spike

strongly inhibits the others, and thus represents the ‘decision’ of the circuit.  On average,
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a post-synaptic neuron will win this competition in proportion to the relative synaptic

strength of its input.

Generally speaking, the task of probabilistic sequence generation can be framed as

making a sequence of decisions about which of N states to enter, conditioned on the

current state. The framework of bounded drift-diffusion processes has been extremely

successful at explaining both behavioral and physiological observations during decision

making in the two-alternative forced choice task 4, 103, 104, 105 {Yang, 2007 #25.  Although not

completely isomorphic to a bounded drift-diffusion process 103, it is instructive to think

about the dynamics of this circuit in terms of this framework.  In the proposed circuit, the

membrane potential of the post-synaptic neurons can be thought of as a set of decision

variables with net drift proportional to the synaptic strength from the pre-synaptic neuron:

larger synaptic inputs result in stronger drift.  The integrating nature of a neuron’s

membrane potential in response to injected current provides a natural mechanism by

which ‘evidence’ accumulates while the threshold for spike generation creates a bound on

the integration process.

This circuit provided mechanistic accounts of several of the observed features of the

predictive dynamics of sequence induced HVC activity, including: the entropy

dependence of both the magnitude and timing of the temporal similarity between single-

syllable responses and post-stimulus activity, the correlation between mean ISG and both

the peak location and width of temporal tuning curves.  Furthermore, it correctly

predicted the observed correlations between the mean and standard deviation of inter-
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syllable gap distributions associated with a given transition and the probability of that

transition.  Similar to the basic mechanism of ‘chaining’ used here, it has been

hypothesized that both phase-procession and replay of place field sequences are

generated by the activation of neuronal ensembles that are ‘chained-together’, such that

the activation of location in the chain recruits the activation of subsequent locations.

Therefore, taken together, our experimental and modeling results further the

understanding of how circuits that generate sequential neuronal activity function to

encode and predict the statistics of behavioral sequences.

An untested prediction of the circuit mechanism proposed here is the probabilistic

winner-take-all activation of upcoming syllables induced by sequence playback.  That is,

our proposed circuit makes the prediction that neurons that are selectively activated by

the production/playback of one-and-only-one syllable should be probabilistically

activated on individual trials in proportion to their conditional probability during song

production.  Prolonged recordings from HVC-X projecting neurons, a subpopulation of

which are reported to exhibit single syllable specificity in both their auditory and motor

activations 14, could provide an experimental test of this hypothesis.  More generally, if

and how the observation of probabilistic activation induced by sequence playback is

realized by the different neuronal types that constitute the HVC microcircuit 116 is an

important direction for future experiments, but is outside the scope of the current study.

Finally, although we have been able to explain our data in terms of the activation and

propagation of activity along a ‘synaptic chain’ that resides within HVC, it is possible

that re-afferent input to HVC contributes to the generation of post-stimulus activity.
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In summary, we have presented data demonstrating that the temporal/sequential statistics

of produced song strongly influence the predictive dynamics of HVC neural activity

induced by playback of song sequences, we have provided a mechanistic account of the

observed physiology data, and we have demonstrated a biophysical implementation of

this mechanism that correctly predicts temporal/sequential correlations in produced

songs.  Taken together, these results show that a neural circuit that perceives/produces

temporal/sequential statistics also exhibits predictive neural dynamics that reflect those

statistics.

Methods

Animals

Thirty-two adult male Bengalese finches (age >110 days) were used in this study.  During

the experiments, birds were housed individually in sound-attenuating chambers (Acoustic

Systems, Austin, TX), and food and water were provided ad libitum.  14:10 light:dark

photocycles were maintained during development and throughout all experiments.  Birds

were raised with a single tutor.  All procedures were performed in accordance with

established animal care protocols approved by the University of California, San Francisco

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC).
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Electrophysiology

Several days before the first experiment was conducted on a bird, a small preparatory

surgical procedure was performed.  Briefly, birds were anesthetized with Equithesin, a

patch of scalp was excised and the top layer of skull was removed over the caudal part of

the midsagittal sinus, where it branches, as well as 0.2 mm rostral, 1.9 mm lateral of the

branch point.  A metallic stereotaxic pin was secured to the skull with epoxy and a

grounding wire was inserted under the dura.  For neural recordings, birds were placed in

a large sound-attenuating chamber (Acoustic Systems, Austin, TX) and stereotaxically

fixed via the previously implanted pin. For the first penetration into a hemisphere, the

second layer of skull was removed, the dura was retracted and polydimethylsiloxane

(Sigma) was applied to the craniotomy.  Using the caudal branch point of the midsagittal

sinus as a landmark, extracellular electrodes were inserted at stereotaxic coordinates for

HVC (see coordinates above).  At the end of a recording session, craniotomies were

cleaned and bone wax was used to cover the brain.  For subsequent penetrations into a

previously exposed hemisphere bone wax was removed and dura was retracted.

During electrophysiological recordings, birds were sedated by titrating various

concentrations of isoflurane in O2 using a non-rebreathing anesthesia machine (VetEquip,

Pleasanton, CA).  Typical isoflurane concentrations were between 0.0125 - 0.7% and

were adjusted to maintain a constant level of sedation.  Sedation was defined as a state in

which the bird's eyes were closed and neural activity exhibited high rates of spontaneous

bursts and maintained responsiveness to auditory stimuli.  When sedated in this way, both

bursting baseline activity and the highly selective BOS responses were similar to those
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previously found in the sleeping bird or in Urethane anesthetized birds53.  In one

experiment, urethane was used instead of isoflurane.  The results of this experiment were

qualitatively similar to those of non-urethane experiments and were pooled with the rest

of the data.  Throughout the experiment, the state of the bird was gauged by visually

monitoring the eyes and respiration rate using an IR camera.  Body temperature was

thermostatically regulated (39oC) through a heating blanket and custom equipment.  Sites

within HVC were at least 100 µm apart and were identified based on stereotaxic

coordinates, baseline neural activity, and auditory response properties.  Experiments were

controlled and neural data were collected using in-house software (Krank, B.D. Wright

& D. Schleef).  Electrophysiological data were amplified with an AM Systems amplifier

(x10,000), filtered (300-10,000 Hz), and digitized at 32,000 Hz.

Playback of Auditory Stimuli

Stimuli were band-pass filtered between 300-8,000 Hz and normalized such that BOS

playback through a speaker placed 90 cm from the head had a peak sound pressure level

of 80 dB at the head (A scale).  Each stimulus was preceded and followed by 0.5-1 s of

silence and a cosine modulated ramp was used to transition from silence to sounds.  The

power spectrum varied less than 5 dB across 300-8,000 Hz for white-noise stimuli.  All

stimuli were presented pseudo-randomly.

Song Analysis and Stimulus Creation

All behavioral analyses, as well as stimulus creation, were done using custom code

written in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA).  Several days before a pinning surgery
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was performed, an adult male Bengalese finch was placed in a sound-attenuating

chamber (Acoustic Systems, Austin,Tx) to collect audio recordings.  An automated

triggering procedure was used to record and digitize (44,100 Hz) several hours of the

bird's singing.  These recordings were then scanned to ensure that more than 50 bouts

were obtained.  Bouts were defined as continuous periods of singing separated by at least

2 seconds of silence.

Bengalese finch songs typically consist of between 5-12 distinct acoustic events, termed

syllables, organized into probabilistic sequences.  Each bout of singing consists of several

renditions of sequences, with each sequence containing between 1 and approximately 40

examples of a particular syllable.  The syllables from 15-50 bouts were labeled and then

analyzed as described below.

Analysis of Song Syntax and Timing

The transition probability characterizes the frequency of transitioning to any syllable on

the next time step, sj(t+1), given the current syllable, si(t):

€ 

P(s j (t +1) | si(t))

The conditional entropy of a transition measures the uncertainty of the upcoming states

(sj(t+1)), conditioned on the current state (si(t)):

€ 

H(s j (t +1) | si(t)) = − P(si,s j )log2 P(s j (t +1) | si(t))
i, j
∑
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The inter-syllable gap for the transition between si(t) and sj(t+1), ISG(sj(t+1) | si(t)) was

defined as the time between the offset of sound si(t) and the onset of sound for sj(t+1).

We arrived at estimates of the sampling error in our calculation of transition probabilities

by randomly resampling (with replacement) 50% of the labeled songs 1000 times.  For

each of the 1000 resamplings, we calculated convergence probabilities on each half of the

data set.  We used the mean absolute difference between convergence probabilities

calculated on each half as our measure of sampling error.  Across sequence lengths L =

[1:9], the mean estimation error was less than 2%.

Analysis of Neural Data

Spike Sorting and Calculation of Instantaneous Firing Rates

Single units were identified events exceeding 6 standard deviations from the mean and/or

were spike sorted using in house software based on a Bayesian inference algorithm,

described previously16 (also Wright, B.D., UCSF).  Multi-unit neural data were

thresholded to detect spikes more than 3 standard deviations away from the mean.

Instantaneous spike-rates were calculated for both single and multi-unit spike times by

binning spike-counts into 5 ms compartments and then smoothing using a truncated

Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 2.5 ms and total width of 5 ms.
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Characterization of Neural Responses to Individual Syllables and Post-Stimulus

Activity

To characterize the responses to individual syllables, we defined a response window,

which started 15 ms after the onset of the syllable and extended 15 ms after the offset of

that same syllable.  The 15 ms offset reflects HVC response latency and was derived by

looking for the peak in the cross-correlation of the smoothed neural response with a

binary representation of song.  A binary representation of song was one in which the

amplitude waveform has been replaced with 1's throughout an acoustic event and 0s

elsewhere.  Post-stimulus activity (PSA) induced by playback of the BOS and rBOS

stimuli was defined as the neural activity beginning 15 ms after the offset of the stimuli.

Analysis of the temporal similarity of sequence induced PSA and single-syllable

responses began immediately (0-ms) after stimulus offset.  The average evoked BOS

response for a given site is the average of many 500 ms segments of the BOS evoked

neural activity, each beginning 15 ms after the offset of the syllables present in the

stimulus, while ensuring that the segment did not overlap with the PSA for that stimulus.

Calculation of Residual Power and Random Phase Distortion Procedure

To compare PSA induced by BOS playback to both the PSA induced by rBOS playback

as well as the average evoked BOS response, we first fit a decaying function (either linear

or exponential, depending on the data) to a smoothed version (50 ms box car kernel) of

the neural activity in question.  This fit was then used to remove the time varying mean

from the neural activity (un-smoothed).  We calculated the spectrogram of the square of

the residuals for the first 500 ms using Welch's multi-taper method (6 point window (30
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ms) moved forward in 4 point steps).  As the original time series is smoothed using a 5

ms kernel (see above), the spectral resolution is band limited to less then 100 Hz.  Visual

inspection of the power-spectral density of BOS evoked responses (actual time series, not

residuals) revealed that the majority of power in these responses resided in the 5-25 Hz

band.  Thus, for our purposes, the residual power used for analysis is the sum of the

power of the residuals with in the 5-25 Hz band as a function of time.  This method

simultaneously removes differences in the time-varying mean between the time-series in

question, as well as focuses the analysis on the relevant spectral band, that of the BOS

response.

We found that temporal fluctuations in residual power (5-25 Hz) of average BOS evoked

responses and BOS induced PSA at individual sites were well aligned, as quantified by

the correlation coefficient calculated from a cross-covariance analysis.  Note that both of

these time-series were aligned to the offset of syllables (see above).  Thus, we tested the

hypothesis that the observed temporal alignment of co-fluctuations in residual power was

due to this 'phase alignment' of the data to a common starting point by creating a data set

that obeyed the null-hypothesis that the phase alignment of the time-series was not

important.  To do this, for each site, we phase shifted the residual power from both the

average evoked response and the induced PSA (after mean subtraction of both) by a

random amount (drawn uniformly from the interval ± 150 ms), 1000 times.  The cross-

covariance functions were calculated for each randomization and the maximum

correlation coefficient within ± 25 ms of zero shift was extracted.  Therefore, for each

site, the average correlation coefficient from this randomization procedure quantifies the
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expected correlation between the residual power from the average evoked activity and the

PSA under the null hypothesis that aligning the signals to the offset of syllables was

unimportant.

Calculation of Local Correlation Coefficients Comparing Single Syllable Responses

and Sequenced Induced PSA

We compared the temporal similarity of sequence induced PSA and single-syllable

evoked responses using a local covariance method.  Starting from the offset of the played

back sequence (0 ms offset), we extracted a segment of the PSA that was of the same

duration as the single-syllable response being compared.  The correlation coefficient

between the single-syllable response and the extracted segment was calculated.  By

successively shifting the extracted segment of PSA by one time-bin, we were able to

investigate how the temporal structure of PSA co-varied with the single-syllable

responses, while controlling for both segment length and differences in local mean

activity of PSA.

Gaussian Fitting Procedure for Extraction of Standard Deviation of Temporal

Tuning Curve

We calculated the width of the average temporal tuning curve for each transition as the

standard deviation of the first Gaussian peak from a multi-peak Gaussian fitting

procedure.  The fitting procedure minimized RMS error between the sum of three

temporally offset Gaussian peaks and an interpolated version (linear interpolation to 1000

Hz sampling rate) of the mean temporal tuning curve for each transition using a Matlab
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function (peakfit, T.C. O'Hare).  Initial parameters for fits were customized for each

tuning curve, and the reported standard deviations are the optimal values from 10

independent runs of the fitting procedure.

Numerical Simulations

Simulated Sequence Induced PSA

Simulations of post-stimulus activity incorporated the observed mean decay of post-

stimulus activity induced by BOS stimuli, the amplitude of which was adapted to the

baseline-firing rate (BR) for each site.  The activity was modeled as an exponential

decay:

€ 

R(t) = BR(0.398 + 3.511e
− t
41.6

Experimentally derived single-syllable response waveforms were selected based on the

observed 1st order Markov transition probabilities (see above) derived from song.  Once

a syllable had been selected, it was added to the decaying activity after a stochastic

Gaussian delay derived from the observed mean ISG for a given transition and the

observed positive correlation between mean and variance of ISG distributions in our data

set (Δ = 0.23).  Specifically, the onsets for syllable sj following syllable si ON(sj | si) was

modeled as a Gaussian distribution

€ 

ON(sj | si) =N( 1n ISG(sj(t +1) | si(t)),0.23
j

n

∑ * 1
n ISG(sj(t +1) | si(t))

j

n

∑
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Circuit Model of Probabilistic Sequence Generation

The architecture of the circuit is described in the Results.  Here, we present the (generic)

numerical values used for the conductance-based, leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model:

Eexcitatory  =  0 mv, Einhibitory  = -80 mv, Eleak = -70 mv, Vthreshold = -54 mv, Vreset = -60 mv,

Vspike = 50 mv, τ = 20 ms, time step  = 0.1 ms.  In the simulations, as the input synaptic

conductance represented the total synaptic drive from a population of pre-synaptic

neurons firing synchronously and continuously, they were large (1-3 nS) and varied

depending on the desired conditional post-synaptic spike probability.  P(SpikeE1|SpikeE0).

In addition, to add stochasticity to the circuit, an independent zero-mean Gaussian

background excitatory conductance was injected to each post-synaptic neuron, with

standard deviation 0.25-0.5 nS.
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Chapter 3

Observed neural encoding of learned sensory-feedback probability in avian sensory-

motor circuitry emerges through Hebbian plasticity
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Abstract

The sensory-motor integration underlying many complex behaviors is supported by

neurons with both sensory and motor fields.  The temporal latencies inherent in neural

processing necessitate that these sensory-motor neurons experience the probabilistic

association of feedback from previous behaviors with pre-motor activity for up-coming

behaviors.  The consequences of this association for the form and formation of sensory-

motor maps is unknown.  Bengalese finch song is composed of probabilistically

sequenced syllables, and requires sensory feedback for accurate acquisition and

production.  We tested whether and how auditory feedback statistics are encoded by

sensory-motor neurons in nucleus HVC by playing back pseudo-randomly sequenced

syllables from the bird’s repertoire.  We find that auditory responses to individual

syllables integrate over several syllables and are positively modulated by the conditional

probability that preceding sequences were produced during singing.  Neural network

simulations demonstrate that the observed correspondence between auditory responses

and probability emerges from Hebbian mechanisms.

Introduction

In many sensory-motor systems15, 20, including the human speech system15, 17, 23 5, 6, the

same neurons that are responsible for the control of a behavior are also responsive to the

sensory consequences of the behavior presented in isolation, that is, the resulting sensory

feedback (i.e. the sound of one’s own voice).  Due to the time necessary for the neural

processing of both sensory inputs and motor outputs during behavioral sequences,

sensory feedback is necessarily delayed relative to pre-motor activity5-19.  One

consequence of this sensory-motor delay is that, during the course of normal behavior,
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the brain experiences the probabilistic association between sensory feedback signals from

previous actions and pre-motor activity controlling the current action2, 16.  This suggests

that through the repeated experience of pre-motor activity coincident with sensory

feedback from previous behaviors, associational learning rules, such as Hebbian synaptic

plasticity29, 32, could shape sensory-motor circuits to reflect the probabilistic

correspondence between pre-motor activity controlling current actions and sensory

feedback resultant from previous actions.  Here, we use songbirds as a model system to

investigate if and how an individual’s learned sensory feedback statistics are encoded in

the sensory-motor circuitry responsible for the perception and production of behavioral

sequences.

Songbirds provide an excellent model system for investigating the neural encoding of the

statistics of a feedback dependent sensorimotor behavior.  For both humans and birds,

vocalizations are reliant on auditory feedback for learning and production13, 18, 22, 23, 46, 57, 122,

123.   The learned song of each bird is composed of a unique set of discrete acoustic

elements, termed syllables, organized into sequences (Fig. 3-1.a-c).  For the Bengalese

finch (Bf) these sequences are highly variable, though the structure of this variability is

statistically reproducible over time.  Figure 3-1.c illustrates a transition diagram for one

bird's song in which each node corresponds to a unique syllable from the bird's repertoire

and edges connecting nodes reflect the probability of transitions between syllables.  In

this diagram, the thickness of each edge reflects the probability of transitioning from a

given syllable to any other syllable.  We refer to this as divergence probability [D =

P(Sj(t+1)|Si(t))].  Figure 3-1.d (‘divergence probability') illustrates the values of
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divergence probability for a hypothetical set of transitions.  While divergence probability

is typically used in characterizing the statistics of sequence generation, these statistics can

equally well be characterized by an alternative measure of transition probability that we

refer to as convergence probability.  Convergence probability reflects the probability of

transitioning to a given syllable from any other syllable [C = P(Sj(t-1)|Si(t))].  Figure 3-

1.d ('convergence probability' ) illustrates the values of convergence probability

associated with the same hypothetical set of transitions.  Generally speaking, for variably

sequenced behaviors, the divergence and convergence probabilities will not be the same

(Fig. 3-1.d, e.g. a->c).  In this study we specifically test the hypothesis that the

convergence probability for an individual's learned song is encoded in sensory-motor

circuitry.
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We focus our investigations on the sensory-motor nucleus HVC of the songbird

forebrain, which is analogous to vocal pre-motor cortex.  HVC provides much of the

descending motor control for the temporal structure of learned song (Fig. 3-1.d)7-9, 12, 16, 50

and is likely to be involved in syllable sequencing13, 7,32, 23, 25.  Interestingly, HVC neurons

also respond more strongly to playback of the bird’s own song (BOS) than to

manipulated versions of BOS, such as songs with reverse syllable ordering8, 52, 53.  Hence,

the auditory responses of HVC neurons depend on syllable sequencing.  Thus, as in

humans, the circuits that are active during vocal production also respond to the sensory

component of the behavior presented in isolation17, 23, 58.  Furthermore, during distortions

of auditory feedback that result in abnormal sequencing, HVC neurons in the Bf exhibit a

transient decrease in firing rate, demonstrating on-line sensitivity to disruption of

auditory feedback during singing16.  Taken together, these results suggest that the dual

sensory-motor nature of HVC contributes to the integration of auditory feedback with

pre-motor activity and that this integration influences song sequencing.

HVC provides a specific example of a sensory-motor structure where the recurring

associations between ongoing pre-motor activity and sensory feedback could be encoded.

Due to the temporal latencies in the song system, there is an ~70 ms delay between HVC

pre-motor activity and neural signals in HVC that depend on auditory-feedback (~50 ms

pre-motor7 + ~20 ms auditory13,21, Fig. 3-1.d).  As a consequence, during singing, HVC

neurons involved in the generation of the current syllable are coactive with neural activity

representing auditory feedback from the previous syllable 57.  For simplicity, this

temporal relationship is illustrated in Figure 3-1.e for a linear sequence of syllables.
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Here, postsynaptic activity driving production of syllable 'b' is concurrent with

presynaptic activity resulting from auditory feedback of syllable 'a'.  Thus, Hebbian

plasticity would be expected to ‘wire’ auditory feedback neurons for ‘a’ to the pre-motor

neurons for ‘b’, as illustrated in Figure 3-1.e (bold connections from Nif/CM to HVC).

The sequencing of Bf songs is variable rather than linear and therefore the associations

between pre-motor activity for the current syllable and auditory feedback from previous

syllables are probabilistic.  An example of variable sequencing is provided in Figure 3-

1.f, which again illustrates the temporal relationship between pre-motor activity and

auditory feedback activity.  In this example the bird reaches syllable ‘c’ form syllable ‘a’

1/3 of the time and from syllable ‘b’ 2/3’s of the time.  Hence, although the probability of

going to ‘c’ from either ‘a’ or ‘b’ is one, the experienced associations between pre-motor

activity for ‘c’ and auditory feedback resulting from preceding syllables will reflect their

relative frequencies.  Therefore, in the presence of Hebbian plasticity, we would expect

the synaptic inputs to the auditory-motor circuit conveying auditory feedback signals for

‘b’ to be stronger than those for ‘a’, as schematized in Figure 3-1.f by the relative

thickness of the auditory feedback connections to HVC.  Thus, given that HVC pre-motor

activity for the current syllable is probabilistically associated with auditory feedback

from previous vocalizations, we expect that Hebbian plasticity will shape auditory to

auditory-motor synapses to reflect the probability of previous syllables, conditioned on

the current syllable, which is precisely convergence probability.  Note that as sensory-

motor delays are ubiquitous in the nervous system 2, 19, similar considerations hold for all

sensory-motor systems that use on-line sensory feedback to guide behavioral sequences.
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Here, to test the hypothesis that convergence probability is encoded in HVC, we recorded

the responses of neurons in HVC to playback of variably sequenced syllables.  We found

that the magnitude of auditory responses to playback of a given syllable when embedded

within a sequence was positively modulated by the convergence probability of the

preceding sequence.  Moreover, convergence probability provided a better account of

neural responses than other statistical descriptions of sequence structure, such as

divergence probability.  We show through neural network simulations of the sensory-

motor mapping that the observed correspondence between convergence probability and

auditory responses naturally emerges through Hebbian synaptic plasticity.  These results

demonstrate that, through Hebbian plasticity, the experienced statistical structure between

sensory feedback signals and on-going pre-motor activity can become encoded in the

circuits responsible for integrating that feedback with the motor signals controlling the

corresponding behavior.  Our findings suggest that an encoding of the statistical

correspondence between pre-motor activity and sensory feedback from previous actions

should be a general principle of sensory-motor circuits underlying feedback dependent

behavioral sequences.

Results

For each of 10 birds in this study we extensively monitored the statistics of syllable

sequencing during singing in order to generate individually customized stimuli that

would allow us to characterize how responses of HVC neurons depend on sequence

probability.  For each bird we analyzed a sufficient number of syllable transitions (up to
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several thousand) to achieve a reliable characterization of the underlying probabilistic

structure of syllable sequences.  To investigate the effects of syllable sequence on the

auditory responses of HVC neurons, we conducted acute electrophysiological recordings

from individual neurons (single unit) and small clusters of neurons (multi-unit) in

sedated, adult (age > 100 days) male Bfs (see Methods).  Based on the observed response

characteristics and previous in vivo and in vitro studies12, 56, it is likely that the neurons we

recorded are primarily HVC inhibitory inter-neurons (Supplementary Figure 3-1).

Previous studies have shown that this population receives convergent input from neurons

that transmit descending motor control signals31 (RA projection neurons, Figure 3-1.d).

Thus, HVC interneurons are an appropriate target for monitoring the population of RA

projection neurons, and hence the integrated auditory response properties of neurons

providing descending motor commands for song16, 49.

Synthetic stimuli that isolate sequence variability are effective at driving HVC

auditory responses.

Our goal was to characterize how neural responses in HVC depend on variability in

syllable sequencing, independent of other sources of variability in birdsong.  In addition

to variability in syllable sequencing there is also normally variability in the acoustic

structure of individual syllables and in the durations of inter-syllable gaps. Therefore, in

order to isolate the influence of sequence variability on HVC responses, we created

synthetic stimuli (sBOS) in which every syllable in the birds’ repertoire was replaced by

a prototypical syllable of the same type and each inter-syllable gap was replaced by the
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median of all gaps (see Methods).  Thus, sBOS stimuli isolate sequence variability from

the other sources of variability found in song.

HVC neurons responded equally well to sBOS stimuli and the natural BOS stimuli from

which they were derived.  Figure 3-2.a illustrates an example of the responses to these

two stimuli at one recording site in HVC.  Spectrograms of the stimuli are shown at the

top.  Below each spectrogram is an associated raster plot collected from 50 repeated

presentations of the stimulus, and the average time varying spike rate.  As previously

reported, neurons in Bf HVC responded vigorously to BOS and responses were phase-

locked to syllables16, 54, 55.  The response to rBOS, a temporally reversed version of BOS,

is plotted for reference (black line).  Here, BOS and sBOS evoked similar auditory

responses that were greater than responses to rBOS.
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Summary data for 47 multiunit sites in 7 birds are presented in Figure 3-2.b.  Average

responses (mean ± s.e.m.) are plotted for each stimulus, as well as for rBOS.  Because

responses between different sites in a bird were often significantly correlated, we

averaged response strengths from multiple sites within a bird to avoid pseudo-replication

(average between site correlation coefficient, R = 0.45).  Responses to BOS and sBOS

were significantly greater than responses to rBOS (***: P < 10-10, Wilcoxon Sign Rank

test n = 7 birds, with Bonferroni correction, m = 3 comparisons) and were not

significantly different from each other (P > 0.5).  We note that the magnitude of auditory

responses to BOS and sBOS observed here in sedated Bfs are similar to the magnitude of

BOS responses observed in awake, quiescent Bf’s reported previously16.  These data

demonstrate that synthetic versions of BOS elicit auditory responses comparable to

natural versions of BOS.  Thus, we can construct effective stimuli that allow us to

manipulate sequences independent of other song parameters.

Single unit responses to targeted syllables are positively modulated by convergence

probability

We next focused on how the auditory responses of single HVC neurons to individual

syllables are modulated by the probability of preceding sequences.  We constructed

stimuli composed of sequences of 4-5 syllables that ended in the same terminal syllable

but varied in the convergence probability with which they were produced by the bird.

These sequences were constructed using the same prototypical syllables and median gaps

described above.  Figure 3-3.a shows the results for one neuron in response to a set of

length 4 sequences each of which was followed by the common terminal syllable ‘b’.  For

each sequence, we quantified the convergence probability from the recorded database of
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songs produced by the bird. In this example, the convergence probabilities for the length

4 sequences ‘acjd’, ‘aija’, ’lija’ and ‘cdja’ were 0 (non-natural sequence), 0.08, 0.22, and

0.37, respectively.

Responses to a given terminal syllable depended on the particular sequence that preceded

that syllable, and increased as a function of the convergence probability of the preceding

sequence.  For this example, Figure 3-3.a shows the responses to syllable ‘b’ preceded by

each of the four distinct sequences (responses indicate mean ± s.e.m, n = 50 trials), and
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the inset of Figure 3-3.b overlays the response waveforms to the target syllable ‘b’ (with

the color-code corresponding to the plots in Fig. 3-3.a).  Note that the temporal structure

of responses was similar for naturally occurring sequences (black, red, blue) but that the

magnitude of these responses was positively modulated by the convergence probability of

the preceding sequence.  We measured auditory responses to the last syllable in the

sequence (‘b’) by defining a response window with the same duration as the target

syllable that was offset to account for the latency of auditory responses in HVC (Fig. 3-

3.a, grey boxes; see Methods).  The main plot of Figure 3-3.b shows that, in this case,

auditory responses to the target syllable increased monotonically as a function of

convergence probability (the dashed line is the best linear fit to the means).

Across all such single unit experiments, an increasing response as a function of

convergence probability was observed in 13/14 (93%) cases (14 syllables tested across 9

single units from 4 birds).  On average the slope of the best-fit lines for each tested

syllable was 96 Hz per unit change in probability, meaning that, on average, increasing

convergence probability from zero to one is expected to increase the spike rate by 96 Hz.

The distribution of slopes was significantly greater than 0 (P < 0.01, t-test, n = 14

syllables from 9 single units).  As different neurons had different spike rates and different

syllables had unique probabilistic ranges, to combine data from different units and

syllables, we normalized both mean responses and convergence probability to their

maximum values.  Linear regression on these data revealed that on average convergence

probability explained 28% of the variation in auditory responses and modulated the

magnitude of the response by 33% (R2 = 0.28, slope = 0.33, P < 10-4).  The plot in Figure
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3-3.c displays the average normalized response as a function of the normalized

convergence probability, across four monotonically increasing probability categories

(mean ± s.e.m,, sample sizes displayed in figure).  These results demonstrate that

individual neurons in Bf HVC are positively modulated by convergence probability.

Long, pseudo-randomly sequenced strings of syllables can be used to systematically

investigate sequence tuning

The results of the previous section suggest that auditory responses of single HVC neurons

to individual syllables are positively modulated by the convergence probability of

preceding sequences.  However, these results for single units were for a limited selection

of syllables and sequence lengths (L = 3 or 4).  To systematically probe sequence tuning

over a more complete stimulus set, we recorded from small clusters of HVC neurons and

created stimuli, termed ‘pansequelic’, consisting of 10,000 pseudo-randomly ordered

syllables constructed from the same syllables and median intervals used in the sBOS

stimuli (Fig. 3-4.a).  Pansequelic stimuli were designed to include approximately equal

numbers of naturally occurring sequences (i.e. sequences produced by the bird) of lengths

L = 1:9 randomly interleaved with non-naturally occurring sequences spanning the same

range of lengths (see Methods).  These stimuli enabled us to systematically probe how

the responses to individual target syllables vary as a function of the sequences that

precede them.  For example, within pansequelic stimuli, each syllable from the bird’s

repertoire occurs following a nearly exhaustive set of naturally occurring sequences of

varying lengths.
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Because pansequelic stimuli are longer than natural songs and also contain explicitly

abnormal sequences, we first examined whether these stimuli are effective at driving

HVC auditory responses.  To do this, at a subset of sites (n = 11 sites from 4 birds) we
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interleaved pansequelic and sBOS stimuli.  Extracting the neural response to matched

sequences embedded in both stimuli allowed a quantitative comparison of responses to

acoustically identical stimuli when preceded by more natural (sBOS) and less natural

(pansequelic) sequences.  Example responses to one such sequence are shown in Figure

3-4.b.  Note that, when embedded within sBOS, this sequence was preceded by naturally

occurring syllable transitions (e.g. ‘bcd’); in contrast, within pansequelic stimuli, the

syllable immediately preceding the sequence was non-natural (depicted by ‘xxx’).  The

bottom plot in Figure 4b shows auditory responses (mean ± s.e.m., n = 20 trials) at one

site to the sequence when embedded in sBOS (blue) or in the pansequelic stimulus

(black).

We assessed the similarity of responses to matched sequences that were embedded within

pansequelic stimuli and sBOS stimuli by extracting the mean response to each syllable in

the bird’s repertoire when it was preceded by a normal sequence of L = 7 syllables

occurring in both stimuli (i.e., in the example of Fig. 3-4.b, we compared the responses to

syllable ‘c’, demarcated by grey shading).    As shown in Figure 3-4.c, on a site-by-site

basis, the magnitude of auditory responses (black dots, mean ± s.e.m across syllables)

was not significantly different between sBOS and pansequelic stimuli (P > 0.5, Wilcoxon

Sign Rank test, n = 11).  Importantly, responses elicited under these two conditions

exhibited a strong linear relationship (R = 0.93, P ≤ 10-8), with a slope near 1 (slope =

0.91) demonstrating that responses to pansequelic stimuli utilized approximately the

same dynamic range as responses to sBOS stimuli.  These data indicate that pansequelic
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stimuli can be effectively used to characterize response properties of HVC neurons to

sequences of syllables.

Interestingly, although response amplitude to a given sequence found in the pansequelic

stimulus started off lower than to sBOS, it grew steadily as more naturally occurring

transitions were presented, eventually approximating the response to sBOS (Fig. 3-4.b).

This increase could be readily explained if auditory responses integrate over more than

one syllable:  in the sBOS stimuli, the target sequence was preceded by other naturally

occurring syllable transitions, while in the pansequelic stimulus, only non-naturally

occurring transitions preceded the target sequence.  Thus, we interpret the ‘ramping-up’

of responses observed in Figure 3-4.b as a sign of temporal integration.

Integration of auditory responses to individual syllables extends over many syllables

and is dependent on convergence probability

Any dependence on convergence probability necessitates some form of temporal

integration over previous syllables.  Indeed, the gradual convergence of neural activity in

response to pansequelic and sBOS stimuli (Fig. 3-4.b) suggests that HVC auditory

responses can integrate over at least several syllables.  To determine the extent over

which HVC neurons integrate, we measured the response to the 38 unique syllables from

six birds in our pansequelic data set as a function of the length and probability of

preceding sequences.  The pansequelic stimulus was designed to contain sequences where

the number of naturally preceding syllables can range from 0 to 9 and the frequency of

occurrence of these sequences in the stimulus is independent of probability.  To examine
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if and how convergence probability affects the integration process, we binned data into 3

categories of increasing probability: Low: C(SL
α,i) = 0, Medium: 0 < C(SL

α,i) <

max(C(SL
α,i)), High: C(SL

α,i) = max(C(SL
α,i)).  This categorization maximized the number

of syllables with sufficient data to determine integration functions for different

probability sequences.

Figure 3-5.a shows an example of how neural responses to the target syllable (in this case

‘d’) varied as a function of the length of the most common preceding sequences (High

C(SL
α,i); in this case ‘bc’ for length 2 and ’ababbc’ for length 6).  Here, the response at

sequence length 0 indicates the response to the target syllable when it was preceded by a

non-naturally occurring syllable transition.  As more naturally occurring syllables

preceded the target syllable the elicited response (shaded area) increased.  The sequence

integration function in Figure 3-5.b summarizes how the response to syllable ‘d’ was

modulated as the length of the preceding sequence was increased from 0 to 9, and plots

the best fitting sigmoid function.  Raw spike rates are plotted at the right for reference.

Here, response modulation is defined as 0 for L = 0 and 100 for the maximum elicited

response across sequence lengths and probability categories (each is demarcated with

grey dashed lines).  Response modulation expresses the amount by which sequence

length modulated auditory responses as a percent difference between responses at L = 0

and the maximum responses across probability and length.  In this example, responses

reached asymptote after approximately 6 syllables, indicating that the response to the

target syllable integrated over 6 syllables.
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On average, across syllables, high probability sequences gave rise to a similar pattern of

response integration.  To combine data from different syllables, we calculated average

integration functions for each syllable as in Figure 3-5.b.  We then normalized individual

integration function so that the average (across syllable) response modulation started at 0

(L = 0, i.e. no modulation when target syllables were preceded by an explicitly non-

natural sequence) and had a maximum value of 100.  The average integration function for

high probability sequences is presented in Figure 3-5.d (black diamonds, mean ± s.e.m.;

solid line, sigmoid fit, R2 = 0.22, P ≤ 0.01, n = 31 syllables).  On average, high

probability sequences of length 9 elicited the largest responses, and so average response

modulation is 100 for these sequences.  Response modulation was significantly different

from the fit asymptote for L = 6, but not for L = 7 (serial Z-test of response modulation

against estimated asymptotic values from fit sigmoid, P < 0.05, see Methods).  In our data

set, the average syllable duration plus inter-syllable gap was 103 ms.  Hence, auditory

responses integrated over more than 700 ms for high probability sequences.

For medium probability sequences within the bird’s repertoire the pattern of temporal

integration was strikingly different.  An example integration curve for a medium

probability sequence (different sequence than in Fig. 3-5.a,b) is displayed in Fig. 3-5.c;

here, responses increased in a linear manner and did not asymptote.  On average, medium

probability sequences gave rise to a similar pattern of response integration (Fig. 3-5.d,

blue: solid line, linear fit, R2 = 0.05, P ≤ 0.05, n = 34 syllables).  In this case, increasing

the number of preceding syllables also caused increasing response modulation; however,

the rate at which responses increased with increasing sequence length (slope of
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integration) was lower than for high probability sequences.  Surprisingly, response

modulation continued to increase over the entire range of sequence lengths included in

our stimuli (L = 9) without reaching apparent asymptote.  These data indicate that for

naturally occurring sequences with medium convergence probability, the gain of the

integration process (i.e. slope of integration function) is smaller than for high

convergence probability sequences.  Furthermore, response modulation for medium

probability sequences had a significantly greater temporal extent of integration (≥ 9

syllables, >900 ms) than observed for high probability sequences (7 syllables, ~700 ms)

We carried out two additional analyses to assess the temporal extent of integration.  Both

a non-parametric analysis that examined the sequence length necessary to exceed a given

percentage of the maximum response (Supplementary Figure 3-2) and a general linear

model that described responses to syllables in terms of weighted sums of pair-wise

convergence probabilities (Supplementary Figure 3-3) yielded similar conclusions

regarding integration times and probabilities.

Finally, for sequences with no naturally occurring transitions (Low C(SL
α,i)), the

integration process consisted of a low gain suppression of auditory responses (Fig. 3-5.c

grey squares: solid line, linear fit, R2 = 0.36, P < 0.01, n = 37 syllables).  This indicates

that as a target syllable is preceded by progressively longer sequences of non-naturally

occurring transitions, responses to the target syllable declined from their ‘baseline’ values

(response at L = 0).  Again, for the low probability sequences the extent of temporal
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integration was also greater than 9 syllables (lack of asymptote for decrease in response

modulation).

These data demonstrate a process of sequence integration in BF HVC that extends over

seven or more syllables and is highly dependent on the convergence probability of

preceding sequences.  Qualitatively, these results are consistent with a linear-nonlinear

model of sequence integration in which higher convergence probability sequences drive

stronger auditory responses and in which the observed limit of integration is due to a

saturating nonlinearity of neuronal firing rates: less probable sequences provide less drive

(shallower slope of integration), and so reach firing rate saturation later (longer

integration times).

Encoding of convergence probability generalizes across syllables and is robust

across sequence length

The results of the previous section suggest that the positive modulation of auditory

responses by convergence probability, observed at the single unit level for particular

sequences (Fig. 3-3), generalizes across syllables in a bird’s repertoire and is robust

across a range of sequence lengths.  We tested these hypotheses explicitly by analyzing

how the responses to all 38 syllables in the pansequelic stimuli were modulated by the

convergence probability of the preceding length L sequence for varying lengths.

Similar to the results observed for single units (Fig. 3-3), we found that multi-unit

auditory responses to individual syllables extracted from the pansequelic stimulus were
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positively modulated by convergence probability.  Examples from single sites in two

birds of how the response to an individual syllable was modulated by convergence

probability are illustrated in Figure 3-6.  Figure 3-6.a-c shows the average (± s.e.m.)

response for four sequences of varying convergence probability but constant length (L =

3), ending in syllable ‘c’.  The sequence ‘abk’ (left) was never produced before ‘c’ by the

bird while sequences ‘fjb’, ‘cab’, and ‘kab’ were produced 2%, 25% and 63% of the time

given terminal syllable ‘c’.  As one can see from these plots and as quantified in Figure 3-

6.b, responses monotonically increased with increasing convergence probability.  Figure

3-6.c shows that the response waveforms (mean ± s.e.m.) to syllable ‘c’ when preceded

by the three naturally occurring sequences (black: ‘kab’, blue: ‘cab’, silver: ‘fjb’) exhibit

a conserved temporal profile that is positively modulated by convergence probability.

The plots in Figure 3-6.d-e are of the same format as 6a-b, but from a different bird and

target syllable ‘b’ preceded by sequences of length 4.  Here, as in previous examples,

responses also increased monotonically as a function of increasing convergence

probability.
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To quantify how auditory responses were modulated by the convergence probability of

the preceding length L sequence, we measured the slope of the best-fit line to response as

a function of convergence probability for each syllable at each site.  Figure 3-6.f presents

the mean slopes for the 38 syllables in the pansequelic data set when preceded by

sequences of lengths 1-9 (blue lines, mean ± s.e.m., n = 38 for each length, again, to

avoid pseudo-replication, results for a given syllable are averaged across sites within the

same bird).  For each preceding sequence length, the distribution of slopes was

significantly greater than 0 (P < 10-4 n = 38 for all, t-test with Bonferroni correction, m =

9 comparisons).  Thus, as was observed for single units at particular sequence lengths,

increasing the convergence probability of the preceding sequence resulted in a

corresponding increase in auditory responses.

To summarize the effect of convergence probability on responses to all syllables across

lengths 1-6, in Figure 3-6.g we grouped the probabilities for each syllable and sequence

length into 6 monotonically increasing bins and averaged normalized responses in each

bin (see Methods).  Here, we restricted our analysis to sequences of length 1-6 to remain

in the linear regime of the sequence integration functions (Fig. 3-5.d, 3-6.f).  We found

that, on average, syllable responses increased monotonically as a function of the

convergence probability of the preceding sequences (Fig. 3-6.g).  The best-fit line to the

means (blue dashed line) had a slope of 22% (95% C.I.: [14-29%]).  This indicates that,

on average, across syllables and sequence lengths 1-6, there was a 22% modulation of

auditory responses by a unit change in convergence probability.
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Convergence probability predicts the magnitude of auditory responses better then

other statistical models of sequence probability

Up to this point all of the analysis we have presented shows that convergence probability

is a statistical quantity encoded by the sensory-motor circuitry of the song system and

manifested in the auditory responses of HVC neurons.  However, there are alternative

statistical characterizations of sequence structure that could, in principle, be encoded in

the song system.  In particular, as noted in the introduction, divergence probability (D =

P(si|SL
α)), is a commonly used probabilistic characterization of sequence production.  We

next compared the magnitude and consistency with which auditory responses were

modulated by convergence probability versus divergence probability.

As summarized in Figure 3-6.g, there was only a weak relationship between divergence

probability and response modulation.  The best-fit line to the means (black dashed line)

had a slope of 8%, which was significantly less than the response modulation due to

convergence probability (P ≤ 0.05), and was not significantly different from 0 (95% C.I.:

[0-16%]).  The difference between these two statistical models was even more

pronounced when regressing responses only on naturally occurring sequences (i.e.

excluding P = 0).  When restricted in this way, the slope of the best-fit line to

convergence probability did not change (slope = 22%, 95% C.I.: [9-36%]); in contrast the

best-fit line to divergence probability decreased by 25% (slope = 6%, 95% C.I.: [–7-

19%]), emphasizing the weak response modulation by the divergence probability of

naturally occurring sequences.  These analyses indicate that convergence probability
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modulates the gain of auditory responses to a larger degree than does divergence

probability.

Even the weak relationship between divergence probability and response modulation

might be due to inherent correlations between convergence and divergence probability.

Indeed, convergence probability and divergence probability are directly related by Bayes’

Theorem through the marginal probability, m = P(Sα

L): P(Sα

L| si) ≈ P(si|Sα

L) x P(Sα

L); that

is, C ≈ D x m.  Therefore, to examine the explanatory power of each of these statistical

models (convergence, divergence, and marginal probability) independently, we first

linearly regressed response modulation against each model for sequence lengths 1-6

independently.  We found that, on average, convergence probability explained 25% of the

variability in responses to individual syllables preceded by sequences of length 1-6 (R2 =

0.252 ± 0.090, mean ± s.d.).  This was greater than the variability explained by either

divergence probability (15%) (R2 = 0.152 ± 0.049) or marginal probability (18%) (R2 =

0.182 ± 0.062).

We next removed the correlation between responses and convergence probability and

asked: Of the remaining variability that could not be accounted for by convergence

probability, how much could be accounted for by divergence probability and marginal

probability?  We found that less than 5% of the residual variability could be explained by

a linear dependence on divergence probability (R2 = 0.046 ± 0.05) and less than 0.1%

could be accounted for by the marginal probability (R2 = 0.0006 ± 0.0005).  This analysis

shows that neither divergence probability nor marginal probability accounted for much of
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the residual variability in auditory responses that cannot be accounted for by convergence

probability.  In the supplementary material we show that the same conclusions (C

accounts for more variability than D) are reached when using a general linear model to

describe auditory responses to target syllables as a function of linear combinations of

naturally occurring pair-wise transitions (Supplementary Table 3-1).  We also show that

C does better than log(C), or various combinations of C & D, at describing how auditory

responses are modulated by the transition probability of preceding sequences.

Taken together these results show that auditory responses to individual syllables are

positively modulated by the convergence probability of preceding sequences and that this

relationship generalizes across syllables and is robust across a range of sequence lengths.

Furthermore, they show that convergence probability modulates auditory responses more

strongly and explains more variability than either divergence probability or marginal

probability and that there is little additional explanatory power to either of the latter.  We

conclude that the auditory responses of HVC neurons in the non-singing bird are

dominated by the statistics of auditory feedback, as quantified by convergence

probability, and that divergence probability provides only a small contribution to the

statistical encoding of the sensory consequences of song.

Observed encoding of convergence probability emerges from Hebbian plasticity and

sensory-motor correspondence

We have presented data and analysis showing that auditory responses increase

approximately linearly as a function of the convergence probability of preceding
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sequences.  We note that the firing rate of a neuron (in its linear regime) is predicted to

increase linearly as the synaptic strength of its afferents increases (given uniform

stimulation).  Therefore, the observed graded, linear relationship between convergence

probability and firing rate suggests a similarly graded relationship between convergence

probability and the synaptic weights that convey auditory input to HVC.  This is depicted

as black lines in Fig. 3-7.a, which denote that auditory-motor units in HVC (AMU’s) are

driven by the activity of auditory units in Nif/CM (AU’s) through synaptic connections

proportional to convergence probabilities (C).
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How might such synaptic connections be formed?  We first note the form of the auditory-

motor correspondence during singing (Fig. 3-7.a).  Due to the temporal latencies inherent

in the auditory-motor system during singing, HVC neurons (auditory-motor units,

‘AMUs’, Figure 3-7.a) involved in the generation of the current syllable (e.g. ‘x’) are

coactive with the neurons (auditory units, ‘AUs’) responding to the syllable resulting

from the previously active AMU (e.g. ‘c’ & ’x’)16, 57.  We further note that Hebbian

plasticity shapes synaptic strengths to reflect the statistical relationship between pre- and

postsynaptic neurons (i.e. ‘neurons that fire together, wire together’)29, 32.  We therefore

hypothesized that synaptic weights connecting AU’s to AMU’s that reflect convergence

probability (Fig. 3-7.a) would be an emergent property of Hebbian plasticity in neural

networks with the sensory-motor correspondence described above.

We tested the feasibility of this hypothesis using an artificial neural network to simulate

the auditory-motor correspondence described above in conjunction with Hebbian

synaptic plasticity.  The architecture of our network and its dynamics are schematized in

Figure 3-7.b (for a complete description of simulations see Methods).  To simulate the

auditory-motor correspondence, we constructed neural networks consisting of a layer of

auditory units (AU’s) representing populations of neurons afferent to HVC (Fig. 3-7.a,

e.g. Nif/CM) that respond selectively to the sound of a particular syllable, which are

connected by a feed-forward weight matrix W to a layer of auditory-motor units (AMUs),

which represent populations of neurons responsible for the generation of a given syllable.
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On each time step, one AMU is activated probabilistically based on the previously active

AMU, as defined by the divergence matrix D (Fig. 3-7.b, e.g. P(C|B) = 0.66).  That is,

AMU‘s are activated in sequences that are modeled as the empirically derived first order

divergence probabilities from observed song sequences.  At the same time, the AU

corresponding to the previously active syllable is co-activated (Fig. 3-7.b, black circles,

e.g.  AU ‘B’ is coactive with AMU ‘C’) and multiplied by the weight matrix W, which is

initially unstructured (all-to-all).  Activity of AUs and AMUs is modeled as a pulse of

activity added to a Poisson background.  Additionally, AMU’s sum the activity of their

afferent AU’s, passed through W.  This architecture captures the essential features of the

proposed sensory-motor map (Fig. 3-7.a) while remaining general enough so our results

can be applied to other sensory-motor systems controlling sequential behaviors.

In the model described above, the synaptic weights between AU’s and AMU’s (W)

determine how auditory signals affect the auditory-motor units (i.e. HVC neurons).

Given the graded relationship between firing rate and convergence probability, the

desired outcome of our simulations is to develop W to reflect convergence probability (as

in Fig. 3-7.a) through Hebbian plasticity.  In the nervous system, spike-timing dependent

plasticity (STDP) is thought to be the biological implementation of the Hebb rule38, 74.

We therefore used a biologically plausible, rate based Hebbian learning algorithm that

approximates a recently proposed generalization of STDP79 to adjust the weight matrix W

(see Methods).
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We found that through the imposed sensory-motor correspondence, Hebbian plasticity

molded the synaptic weights in W to closely approximate the measured convergence

probabilities (W ~ C).  An example of simulated learning from one bird is presented in

Figure 3-7.c, where we display synaptic weight matrices (boxed area) at three time points

during learning, as well as the measured convergence diagram for this bird (lower right

quadrant).  Here, we display synaptic weight matrices in the same format as convergence

diagrams to ease visual comparisons.  Initially, (t = 0), the synaptic weights are

unstructured (all-to-all), but through Hebbian plasticity quickly (t = 25) come to reflect

the experienced convergence probability of sequence transitions, which is a stable state of

the system (t = 1000).

The results of our simulations are summarized in Figure 3-7.d, where we plot the final

synaptic weights (W at t = 1000) vs. the experimentally measured convergence

probability for 15 birds, which included the birds from our physiology experiments.  The

final synaptic weights were strongly correlated with the experimentally measured

convergence probability (R = 0.94, P < 10-10).  Histograms of convergence probability

(bottom) and synaptic weights (right) are also plotted, on a log scale.

We used this model to predict the responses to terminal syllables (si) as a function of the

convergence probability of the preceding sequence (i.e. syllable) during playback (Fig. 3-

7.e, see Methods).  As measured experimentally, we find that responses are predicted to

increase monotonically as a function of convergence probability.  Here, for modeling

results, probability was binned as for empirical data in Figure 3-6.g to ease comparison.
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The dashed grey line is the line of unity, representing the ideal linear encoding, which is

closely approximated by the network.

These simulations show that auditory responses that linearly increase as a function of the

convergence probability of the preceding sequence can result from synaptic connections

that are themselves proportional to convergence probability.  Furthermore, they show that

the encoding of convergence probability is an emergent property of Hebbian plasticity in

sensory-motor networks that incorporate realistic sensory feedback latencies.  They thus

provide mechanistic accounts for both the expression and the development of the

observed modulation of auditory responses by convergence probability.

DISCUSSION

Song is a learned sensory-motor behavior requiring sensory feedback for both acquisition

and production22, 57, 122, 123.  The sensory-motor area HVC contributes to song production

but also responds selectively to the auditory consequences of song, that is, the resulting

sensory feedback8, 10, 12, 14, 52, 53, 56, 58, 116.  During singing, the sensory-motor latencies

resulting from neural processing necessitate that auditory feedback from previous

syllables arrive in HVC coincident with pre-motor activity for upcoming vocalization16.

This temporal correspondence coupled with the sensory-motor properties of HVC led us

to hypothesize that the conditional probability of previous sequences (convergence

probability) would be encoded in the auditory responses to a given syllable.  Indeed, we

found that a significant amount of the variability in auditory responses to individual

syllables could be accounted for by positive linear dependence on the convergence
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probability of previous sequences (Figs. 3-3 & 3-6).  Furthermore, we demonstrated that

auditory responses to individual syllables integrate over 7-9 syllables (~700-900 ms) with

both the slope and temporal extent of integration exhibiting dependence on convergence

probability (Fig. 3-5).  Finally, through neural network simulations, we showed that the

observed correspondence between convergence probability and auditory responses

naturally emerges through Hebbian plasticity in sensory-motor networks that incorporate

a realistic delay of sensory feedback (Fig. 3-7).  The generality of these simulations

suggest that convergence probability is a statistical quantity that is ubiquitously encoded

in sensory-motor systems controlling feedback-dependent sequential behaviors.

Probability Dependent Sequence Integration

We found that auditory responses to individual syllables exhibited probabilistic

integration: higher convergence probability sequences evoke auditory responses that

integrate with a higher gain (slope) and asymptote more quickly, resulting in shorter

integration times for high probability sequences than for medium or low probability

sequences (Fig. 3-5.d).  These results suggest that the limit of integration observed for

high probability sequences arises from saturation of firing rates, not a memory limit of

the circuit per se.  Interestingly, previous examinations of the temporal extent of

integration in zebra finches 53, 58 report shorter integration times than we found here for

the Bengalese finch.  In the context of the model of probabilistic integration discussed

above, this difference can be explained by taking into account the high degree of

stereotypy of zebra finch song.  Because zebra finch sequencing exhibits little variability,

the linear-nonlinear model would predict a very high slope of integration in the zebra
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finch, causing saturation to be reached after just a few syllables.  Conversely, it predicts

that species with highly variable sequences might exhibit even longer integration times

than observed for the Bengalese finch.

In contrast to our results, previous examinations of sequence tuning in Bfs using pair-

wise transitions failed to find neural responses that were positively correlated with

sequence probability54, 55.  Our study reveals why this might be.  The differences between

integration functions for high and medium probability patterns that we observed (Fig. 3-

5.d) predict that responses to individual syllables may not be easily distinguishable

between these two categories when only preceded by one syllable (as in previous

studies).  Therefore, the linear-nonlinear model of probability dependent sequence

integration described in the results can qualitatively account for differences between

these previous results and our own.

Encoding of Sensory Feedback Probability

Previous studies using zebra finches have shown that auditory responses in HVC are

sensitive to sequence8, 52-54, 124.  However, zebra finches exhibit little sequence variation in

their songs, so in these studies the sequence variations, except for BOS, were never heard

by birds and were therefore abnormal.  Hence, while prior studies demonstrated a

preference for bird’s own song, they were unable to investigate how normal variation in

sequence production affects auditory processing.  Indeed, due to the linear nature of zebra

finch song sequences, the divergence and convergence probabilities are identical (D = C

= 1 for all transitions); thus zebra finch song provides inadequate behavioral variability to
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investigate the issues addressed in this study.  Here, we studied Bengalese finches, which

have a high degree of variation in syllable sequencing.  This allowed us to test how

auditory responses to natural sequences varied as a function of the probability with which

they were produced.  We found that, on average, variations in convergence probability

increased the gain of auditory responses by 22% (Fig. 3-5.g) in an approximately linear,

graded fashion.  Similarly, on average 25% of the variability in the gain of responses to

the last syllable in a sequence could be accounted for by a linear dependence on

convergence probability (as quantified by the coefficient of determination, R2).  In

contrast, an alternative statistical model of sequence probability (divergence probability)

modulated auditory responses to a lesser degree and less consistently than did

convergence probability (Fig. 3-6g, Supplementary Table 3-1).  From this we conclude

that, in the non-singing bird, HVC auditory responses are dominated by the statistics of

auditory feedback.

Because syntax is a learned feature of BOS46, tuning for its probabilistic structure cannot

result from a genetic programming of the circuit.  Thus, an important distinction between

our study and previous investigations in primarily auditory areas125, 126 is that neurons in

those studies were found to be tuned for generic features of the species song, not learned

features of the individual’s song.  Recent experiments in awake Bengalese finches find

selective auditory responses in HVC during both singing16 and quiescence14, 16, with the

magnitude of auditory responses to BOS being similar to that observed here 57. Therefore,

the most parsimonious explanation for the auditory tuning described in this study is that

auditory receptive fields of neurons in the song system are derived from the individual’s
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unique sensory feedback statistics experienced during singing.  These data provide an

empirical confirmation of the hypothesis that sensory representations supporting

behaviors should directly reflect the statistics of the behaviors to which they contribute127.

Hebbian learning of conditional sensory-feedback probability

The dual sensory-motor nature of HVC coupled with the sensory-motor correspondence

present during singing implies that HVC neurons repeatedly experience the probabilistic

correspondence between current pre-motor activity and feedback signals from previous

vocalizations.  This probabilistic correspondence is precisely what is formalized by

convergence probability.  Hebbian synaptic plasticity is thought to be the computational

principle by which neurons, and the neural circuits they compose, come to represent the

spatio-temporal statistics of pre- and post-synaptic firing patterns29, 32. In agreement with

this, we found that the observed linear modulation of auditory responses by convergence

probability is an emergent property of Hebbian plasticity in neural networks that simulate

the repeated coincidence of ongoing pre-motor activity with sensory feedback from

previous motor outputs.  Therefore, as the synaptic weights in our simulations come to be

linearly proportional to convergence probability, our simulations provide mechanistic

accounts for both the generation of the observed encoding of convergence probability and

the ontogeny of that encoding in terms of synaptic strength and Hebbian plasticity.

The necessary components of our model are general features of sensory-motor systems

controlling feedback dependent behaviors.  The first component is that neurons involved

in sensory-motor integration exhibit both pre-motor activity as well as sensory responses.
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This is almost necessarily true: sensory-motor neurons by definition satisfy this

requirement and are ubiquitous in the nervous system.  The second component is that

sensory feedback signals are delayed relative to the pre-motor control signals that

generate them.   Due to the temporal constraints imposed by successive processing in

physical elements (neurons, RC circuits, etc), this is necessarily true for almost all

feedback systems 2.  The final component is the presence of an associational learning rule

capable of encoding the graded statistical correspondence between neurons that are active

in close temporal proximity.  Hebbian plasticity, which is thought to be a primary

synaptic learning rule in the nervous system, satisfies this criterion 29, 32, 38, 79.  Hence, as

Hebbian plasticity is a ubiquitous learning rule in the nervous system74 and the network

architecture used in our simulations can be adapted to arbitrary sensory-motor circuits, so

too should our experimental findings.  Therefore, we predict that the sensory responses of

neurons that integrate sensory feedback signals with pre-motor activity should be

positively modulated by convergence probability in other sensory-motor circuits

controlling feedback dependent sequences (Fig. 3-7.a).

Proposed sensory-motor mapping and consequences for mirror neurons

Our physiology data show that convergence probability is the primary statistical structure

encoded by the auditory responses of HVC neurons.  As it is thought that recurrent

connections within HVC (Fig. 3-7.a, light grey box) are intimately involved in producing

the temporal/sequential aspects of song, it is natural to suppose the HVC recurrent

weights are proportional to the divergence probabilities (Fig. 3-7.a, light grey arrows).

Given the relatively reduced BOS selectivity of neurons in Nif 48 & CM 128 (Fig. 3-7.a,
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dark grey box), the primary auditory afferents to HVC, it is unlikely that these areas

encode convergence probability.  Thus, as convergence probability quantifies the

conditional probability of sequential auditory feedback, it is natural to assign the

encoding of convergence probability to the synapses (black lines) between HVC and its

auditory afferents.  This architecture is consistent with the sensory-motor correspondence

during singing, as well as the effects of distorting auditory feedback on song production

13, 57.  Finally, our neural network simulations provide a formal demonstration that this

architecture emerges naturally from Hebbian plasticity mechanisms (Fig. 3-7) and can

recreate our main experimental observation: auditory responses increase linearly as a

function of convergence probability.

An intriguing and poorly understood feature of HVC neurons is their dual sensory-motor

property: their firing is causal for vocal production during singing 9, 50, yet they also

respond selectively to the auditory ‘observation’ of BOS during passive playback16 10, 14, 52,

54-56.  The dual sensory-motor properties of HVC neurons are similar to “mirror neurons”

found in pre-motor cortex of both human and non-human primates15, 20 14.  Generally

speaking, in primates, mirror neurons are sensory-motor neurons that fire during the

performance of an action as well as during observation of that action 15, 20.  In particular,

ventral pre-motor cortex in humans exhibits both pre-motor activity for speech

production and auditory responses to speech sounds 5 6.  Mirror neurons have been

hypothesized to play a critical role in several cognitive/behavioral functions, including

social reasoning and imitation learning, and their dysfunction has been hypothesized to

underlie social impairments such as autism spectrum disorder15, 20.  There is disagreement
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as to whether the mirrored sensory and motor properties of these neurons is an innate

property or is developed through sensory-motor experience15, 20.  Our finding that HVC

auditory responses are tuned to the learned sensory feedback statistics of an individual’s

unique song provide strong experimental evidence in favor of the hypothesis that mirror

neurons are, at least in part, the product of sensory-motor learning11, 20.  Furthermore, our

model predicts that the detailed temporal relationship between a mirror neurons sensory

field and motor field should be phase shifted by the total sensory-motor delay.  Finally, as

our neural network model accounts for the ontogeny of the sensory-motor

correspondence of HVC mirror neurons in terms of Hebbian plasticity, it also provides a

parsimonious explanation of the development of mirror neurons in both human and non-

human primates.

Methods

Animals

Nine adult male Bengalese finches (age > 110 days) were used in this study.  During the

experiments, birds were housed individually in sound-attenuating chambers (Acoustic

Systems, Austin, TX), and food and water were provided ad libitum.  14:10 light:dark

photocycles were maintained during development and throughout all experiments.  Birds

were raised with a single tutor.  All procedures were performed in accordance with

established animal care protocols approved by the University of California, San Francisco

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC).
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Electrophysiology

Several days before the first experiment was conducted on a bird, a small preparatory

surgical procedure was performed.  Briefly, birds were anesthetized with Equithesin, a

patch of scalp was excised and the top layer of skull was removed over the caudal part of

the midsagittal sinus, where it branches, as well as 0.2 mm rostral, 1.9 mm lateral of the

branch point.  A metallic stereotaxic pin was secured to the skull with epoxy and a

grounding wire was inserted under the dura.  For neural recordings, birds were placed in

a large sound-attenuating chamber (Acoustic Systems, Austin, TX) and stereotaxically

fixed via the previously implanted pin. For the first penetration into a hemisphere, the

second layer of skull was removed, the dura was retracted and polydimethylsiloxane

(Sigma) was applied to the craniotomy.  Using the caudal branch point of the midsagittal

sinus as a landmark, extracellular electrodes were inserted at stereotaxic coordinates for

HVC (see coordinates above).  At the end of a recording session, craniotomies were

cleaned and bone wax was used to cover the brain.  For subsequent penetrations into a

previously exposed hemisphere bone wax was removed and dura was retracted.

During electrophysiological recordings, birds were sedated by titrating various

concentrations of isoflurane in O2 using a non-rebreathing anesthesia machine (VetEquip,

Pleasanton, CA).  Typical isoflurane concentrations were between 0.0125 - 0.7% and

were adjusted to maintain a constant level of sedation.  Sedation was defined as a state in

which the bird's eyes were closed and neural activity exhibited high rates of spontaneous

bursts and maintained responsiveness to auditory stimuli.  When sedated in this way, both

bursting baseline activity and the highly selective BOS responses were similar to those
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previously found in the sleeping bird or in Urethane anesthetized birds53.  In one

experiment, urethane was used instead of isoflurane.  The results of this experiment were

qualitatively similar to those of non-urethane experiments and were pooled with the rest

of the data.  Throughout the experiment, the state of the bird was gauged by visually

monitoring the eyes and respiration rate using an IR camera.  Body temperature was

thermostatically regulated (39oC) through a heating blanket and custom equipment.  Sites

within HVC were at least 100 µm apart and were identified based on stereotaxic

coordinates, baseline neural activity, and auditory response properties.  Experiments were

controlled and neural data were collected using in-house software (Krank, B.D. Wright &

D. Schleef).  Electrophysiological data were amplified with an AM Systems amplifier

(x10,000), filtered (300-10,000 Hz), and digitized at 32,000 Hz.

Playback of Auditory Stimuli

Stimuli were band-pass filtered between 300-8,000 Hz and normalized such that BOS

playback through a speaker placed 90 cm from the head had a peak sound pressure level

of 80 dB at the head (A scale).  Each stimulus was preceded and followed by 0.5-1 s of

silence and a cosine modulated ramp was used to transition from silence to sounds.  The

power spectrum varied less than 5 dB across 300-8,000 Hz for white-noise stimuli.  All

stimuli were presented pseudo-randomly.

Song Analysis and Stimulus Creation

All behavioral analyses, as well as stimulus creation, were done using custom code

written in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA).  Several days before a pinning surgery
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was performed, an adult male Bengalese finch was placed in a sound-attenuating

chamber (Acoustic Systems, Austin,Tx) to collect audio recordings.  An automated

triggering procedure was used to record and digitize (44,100 Hz) several hours of the

bird's singing.  These recordings were then scanned to ensure that more than 50 bouts

were obtained.  Bouts were defined as continuous periods of singing separated by at least

2 seconds of silence.

Bengalese finch songs typically consist of between 5-12 distinct acoustic events, termed

syllables, organized into probabilistic sequences.  Each bout of singing consists of several

renditions of sequences, with each sequence containing between 1 and approximately 40

examples of a particular syllable.  The syllables from 15-50 bouts were labeled and then

analyzed as described below.

Analysis of Song Syntax

We represent individual syllables as si and unique sequences of L syllables as SL
α.  When

a given sequence SL
α precedes a particular syllable, si, this is denoted SL

α,i.  For example,

in the sequence 'abc', L = 2, S2
α = 'ab' and si = 'c'.  To characterize the statistical structure

of syllable sequences, three related measures of sequence production were calculated,

each with distinct semantics:
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1) The marginal probability of a unique sequence of length L characterizes the overall

frequency with which a particular sequence of a given length was produced relative to all

sequences of that length:

€ 

P(Sα
L )

2) The divergence probability characterizes the frequency of transitioning to the terminal

syllable, given the preceding sequence.  The divergence probability of a particular

terminal syllable si, given a unique sequence of length L, SL
α is given as:

€ 

D(Sα ,i
L ) = P(si | Sα

L )

3) The convergence probability characterizes the frequency of transitioning from the

previous sequence, given the terminal syllable.  The convergence probability of a unique

sequence of length L, SL
α, given a particular terminal syllable si is given as:

€ 

C(Sα ,i
L ) = P(Sα

L | si)

These three terms are related through Bayes theorem:

€ 

P(si | Sα
L )⋅ P(Sα

L ) = P(Sα
L | si)⋅ P(si)
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where P(si) is the marginal probability of the terminal syllable.

We arrived at estimates of the sampling error in our calculation of convergence

probabilities by randomly resampling (with replacement) 50% of the labeled songs 1000

times.  For each of the 1000 resamplings, we calculated convergence probabilities on

each half of the data set.  We used the mean absolute difference between convergence

probabilities calculated on each half as our measure of sampling error.  Across sequence

lengths L = [1:9], the mean estimation error was less than 2%.

Construction of Synthetic BOS Stimuli

As noted above, Bengalese finch song consists of many acoustically distinct syllables

separated by periods of silence, called inter-syllable gaps.  Over several bouts of singing

a bird will produce hundreds of examples of each of these syllables and each example,

although identifiable as a particular syllable, will have subtle acoustic differences.  The

same holds for the inter-syllable gaps.  Our goal was to examine how auditory responses

to individual syllables are modulated by sequence variability.  To isolate sequence

variability from these other sources of variability found in song, we created synthetic

stimuli (sBOS and pansequelic, see below).  These stimuli consisted of 1 representative

exemplar of each syllable selected from among those naturally produced by the bird; in

addition, these stimuli were constructed using the median of all inter-syllable gaps for

each inter-syllable gap.  The exemplar syllables were concatenated (separated by the

median inter-syllable gap) in various sequences as described below.
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To arrive at an objective procedure for selecting the exemplar syllable, first, for each

syllable, we calculated a feature vector, which incorporates parameters based upon the

syllable's amplitude, spectral, and temporal profile (see Sakata and Brainard, 2008).

Next, these feature vectors were grouped according to syllable identity.  Hence, each

distinct syllable type is represented by hundreds of points in a feature cloud,

corresponding to the individual examples of that syllable.  Finally, we chose a

representative exemplar from near the center of mass of each cloud.  To evaluate how far

each example of a syllable was from the center of mass, for all syllables (xj) belonging to

each unique syllable cloud (si) the Mahalanobis distance (MD) between the syllable and

the group mean (µsi) was calculated as:

 

€ 

MD(x j ,µsi
,Σsi

) = (x j − µsi
)Σsi

−1(x j − µsi
)'

where Σsi is the within group covariance matrix.

Creation of Pansequelic Stimuli

To probe how sequence is encoded in the population of HVC neurons, a stimulus set

(termed pansequelic) that consisted of 10 strings of 1000 pseudo-randomly ordered

syllables was constructed.  We used the same exemplar syllables and median inter-

syllable gap as were used for Synthetic BOS stimuli (see above).  These 10 strings

consisted of two distinct subsets of sequences randomly strung together: those that were

naturally produced by the bird, and those that contained no naturally occurring syllable

transitions.  To generate natural strings of length L we randomly selected from among all

unique sequences of syllables of length L produced by the bird.  All natural sequences of
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a particular length had an equal probability of being chosen.  To generate non-natural

sequences of length L  = [1:9], we first randomly generated sequences of syllables, where

each syllable that the bird produced had an equal probability of occurring in any of the L

positions.  Sequences with C(SL
α,i) ≤ 0.01 were considered non-natural.  These sequences

were then screened and only those sequences with no natural transitions were selected.

Natural and non-natural sequences were included with equal probability and with equal

probability of being of any length (L = [1:9]).  This procedure was repeated until 10

strings of 1000 syllables were created.  The equal balancing of natural and non-natural

sequences was used to achieve good sampling of both types of sequences because of the

relatively small number of naturally occurring sequences compared to all NL

combinations of N syllables organized into length L sequences.  During playback, these

10 strings were presented in randomly interleaved order between 10 and 20 times,

separated by 2 seconds of silence.

In pansequelic stimuli, by design, every sequence ever produced by the bird (of length 1-

10) has an equal probability of occurring.  Formally, the probability of a given sequence

occurring in the pansequlic stimulus is 1/M, where M is the total number of sequences of

a given length.  We note, however, that the number of possible sequences rapidly

increases with sequence length: for N unique elements, the number of possible sequences

of length L is NL.  Therefore, the number of occurrences of a given sequence will tend to

decreases with increasing sequence length.  However, for naturally occurring sequences,

this effect is independent of the convergence probability of the sequence, as all sequences

of a given length have equal probability of being included in the stimulus during
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construction.  We further note that, because Bf song sequences occupy a relatively small

subset of the space of all possible sequences of a given length, the effect of increasing

sequence length on frequency of occurrence is much less the theoretical value of 1/NL.

This stimulus set is analogous to a ‘colored’ white-noise stimulus, as might be used to

map out the receptive field of primary sensory neurons using the reverse correlation

technique.  Reverse correlation works by correlating the occurrence of spikes with values

of the preceding stimulus.  The general technique of reverse correlation calculates

functions that describe how the system transforms, or filters, the input (stimulus) into the

output (spikes).  By pseudo-randomly arranging syllables into long strings, we have in

effect created 'colored' noise in sequence space.  Tracking the neural response to single

syllables preceded by different sequences allows us to determine how the evoked

response depends on the length and probability of the preceding sequence, which is

analogous to reverse correlation.

Analysis of Neural Data

Spike Sorting and Calculation of Instantaneous Firing Rates

Single units were identified events exceeding 6 standard deviations from the mean and/or

were spike sorted using in house software based on a Bayesian inference algorithm,

described previously16 (also Wright, B.D., UCSF).  Multi-unit neural data were

thresholded to detect spikes more than 3 standard deviations away from the mean.  Both

single and multi-unit spike times were binned into 5 ms compartments and then smoothed
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using a truncated Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 2.5 ms and total width of 5

ms.

Characterization of Neural Responses to Individual Syllables

To characterize the responses to individual syllables, we defined a response window,

which started 15 ms after the onset of the syllable and extended 15 ms after the offset of

that same syllable.  The 15 ms offset reflects HVC response latency and was derived by

looking for the peak in the cross-correlation of the smoothed neural response with a

binary representation of song.  A binary representation of song was one in which the

amplitude waveform has been replaced with 1's throughout an acoustic event and 0s

elsewhere.

Pansequelic stimuli were long strings of pseudo-randomly sequenced syllables that

contained many instances of a particular sequence SL
α,i.  An entire pansequelic stimulus

(10,000 syllables) was repeated between 10-20 times at each recording site.  Within the

pansequelic stimuli, we define a sequence SL
α,i as above (see Analysis of Song Syntax)

with the additional constraint that the syllable occurring before the first syllable must

constitute a non-natural transition.  The manner in which responses to particular

sequences and syllables was calculated is illustrated in Supplementary Figure 3-4.  The

time varying spike rate in response to a particular instance of SL
α,i found in the

pansequelic stimuli, r(SL
α,i,t), was defined as the average spike rate during SL

α,i the

average was taken across repetitions.  These responses were then averaged across all
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instances of SL
α,i found in the stimulus, yielding R(SL

α,i,t).  The mean response rate to the

last syllable in a sequence (si), R(si|SL
α), was calculated by averaging each r(SL

α,i,t)

across the syllable's response window, and then averaging across all instances of SL
α,i.  In

the text, when the response to a particular SL
α,i is displayed, we plot R(SL

α,i,t) or R(si|SL
α)

and the standard error measure is calculated across all instances of SL
α,i found in the

stimulus.

Syllables that naturally occur as repeats exhibited spike rate adaptation in response to

repeated transitions (e.g. 'dddd').  We therefore included in our analysis only the response

to the first repeat ('d') in such sequences.  This excluded 2/43 syllables from our analysis

(<5%).

Modulation of Responses to Individual Syllables By Convergence Probability

In our analysis of how responses to individual syllables were modulated by preceding

sequences, each of the 38 unique syllables in the pansequelic stimuli contributes one set

of data points.  First, at each of the 18 recording sites, the response to each si when

preceded by a particular sequence (R(si|SL
α))was extracted for each length L = [1:9].

Next, the extracted responses were normalized (for each site) so that the maximum value

was 1.  Finally, as observed in previous studies, because results across different sites

within a bird were significantly correlated, these normalized responses were then

averaged across sites within a bird, yielding R(si|SL
α,C(SL

α,i)).
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This quantifies the average amount by which the response to si was modulated by the

convergence probability of the preceding length L sequence.  Because C(SL
α,i ) will vary

across the different syllables and will generally decline with increasing sequence length,

to combine data from different syllables and lengths, C(SL
α,i) was normalized to the

maximum for each syllable at a given sequence length.  Responses to sequences with

identical convergence probability were averaged together.  When we report the slopes of

response modulation by convergence probability, ΔR/ΔC, we use β0 from linear

regressions (see below).  Analysis of response modulation as a function of divergence

probability and marginal probability were performed analogously.  We note that, given

the strong correlation between multiunit sites within a bird, the averaging of responses

across multiunit sites is the statistically conservative approach, as it effectively reduces

the sample size used for statistical testing.  All results hold whether this averaging is

performed or not.

Calculation of Integration Functions

To characterize how responses to individual syllables were modulated by the length and

probability of preceding sequences, we binned convergence probability into three

increasing, non-overlapping categories [C = low, medium, high].  For selection of the

high probability sequences, for each syllable, the most probable sequence of 5 preceding

syllables (S5
α,i) was found.  Sequences of length L = [1:4] were chosen as the appropriate

length substring of S5
α,i and sequences of length L=[6:9] were selected as the most
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probable sequence of the corresponding length that contained the previous length

sequence.  For example, if the target syllable was 'g' and the most probable length L = 5

sequence was 'bcdefg', the length L = 4 sequence would be 'cdefg' and the length L = 6

sequence would be 'abcdefg', provided that 'a' was the most likely syllable to precede

'bcdefg'.  Thus, for the most probable sequences, sequences of length L contained the

length L-1 sequence.  Therefore, a change in the response to the last syllable when

increasing the number of preceding syllables results strictly from the inclusion of the

additional syllable.  Medium probability sequences were the naturally produced

sequences that were not included in the high probability set.  Low probability sequences

were composed of increasingly long sequences of syllables containing no natural

transitions.  Due to the stochastic nature of the stimuli, there were occasionally cases in

which appropriate sequences for a particular length and probability category for a given

syllable were not present.  Therefore, to be included in these analyses, we required that

for a given probability category, each syllable have an appropriate sequence for at least 7

lengths.

For calculation of average integration functions, at each site we first calculated R(si|SL
α)

as above (see Characterization of Neural Responses to Individual Syllables).  R(si|SL
α)

was then normalized by the maximum response across string lengths and probability

category.  These normalized integration functions were then averaged across sites.  This

yields R(si|SL
α,P,L), which quantifies the average amount by which the response to si was

modulated by the length and probability category of the preceding sequence.  To average
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data from different syllables and compare responses across probability categories, we

subtracted the average response to S0
i independently for each probability category, where

the average is taken over syllables.  This ensures that the average response modulation

starts at zero and allows negative values.  We then normalized so that the average

maximum value across probability categories was 100.  Thus, the average integration

functions (Figure 3-5.c) describe how, on average, the magnitude of the neural response

to a syllable was modulated by the length and probability of the preceding sequence,

expressed as a percentage of the average maximum difference from the response at L = 0.

Statistics

Data were reported as mean ± s.e.m. unless otherwise indicated.  Data in Figure 3-2.b

were analyzed using Wilcoxon's Sign Rank test.  Data in Figures 3-3.c & 3-6.f were

analyzed using the 1 sample, two-way Student's t-test against the null hypothesis of 0

mean.  95% confidence intervals of the mean response modulation in Figure 3-3.c were

derived from a 200 iteration bootstrap procedure (bootstrap function in Matlab).  Two-

way paired Student's t-tests were used for data in Figure 3-4.b.  The first sequence length

to reach asymptote for high probability integration functions (Figure 3-5.c) was

determined using a serial Z-test between the data at each sequence length and the

estimated asymptotic value and standard deviation of the estimate resulting from the

nlinfit function in Matlab.  Throughout the paper, results were considered significant if

the probability of Type I errors was less then α = 0.05%.  Bonferroni corrections were

used to adjust α levels when multiple comparisons were performed.
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Regressions

Linear regressions of response vs. convergence probability were performed with the

model:

€ 

R(si | Sα
L ,C(Sα ,i

L )) = β0C(Sα ,i
L ) + β1

Regressions of response modulation vs. sequence length were performed with the linear

model:

€ 

R(si | Sα
L ,L) = β0L + β1

and the sigmoidal model:

€ 

R(si | Sα
L ,L) =

β0
1+ e−β1 (β 2 −L )

The sigmoidal model was fit using the nlinfit function in Matlab.

We used the Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) to determine the goodness of fit for

linear vs. sigmoid fits to the high and medium probability integration functions.

€ 

AIC = 2p + 2log(σ r
2)

where p is the number of parameters in a given model (linear: p = 2, sigmoidal: p = 3)

and σ2
r is the estimated residual variance.  By this metric, the high probability sequences
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were better fit with a sigmoid than a line, while the converse was true for medium

probability sequences.

Neural Network Simulations

Our neural network simulations used a two-layer feed-forward network and a Hebbian

learning rule.  The network consisted of a layer of auditory neurons and a layer of

sensory-motor neurons, each consisting of N linear, rate-based units, where N is the

number of syllables.  The auditory layer is connected to the sensory-motor layer by the

excitatory synaptic weight matrix W.    The firing rate of a given auditory unit at time t

[ri(t)] is an impulse δ plus a Poisson background η

€ 

ri(t) = δ +η

The firing rate of a given sensory-motor unit at time t [rj(t)] is the sum of an impulse δ

and a Poisson background η plus the input resulting from the activity of pre-synaptic

auditory units, given as the product of the pre-synaptic firing rates and the synaptic

weights connecting auditory unit i with sensory-motor unit j [ri • wij]:

€ 

ri(t) = δ +η+ ri ⋅ wij

At each time step, for each unit in the network, δ takes a value of S (signal) if the unit

corresponds to the active syllable and 0 otherwise.  Transitions between syllables were

generated according to the first-order Markov transition probabilities measured for a
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given bird.  For the results presented, S = 30 and η = 5, though the exact values of S and

η do not affect the results reported here as long as S was sufficiently greater than η, (i.e.

the signal was sufficiently larger than the noise).

At each time step, the elements of the synaptic weight matrix W are changed according to

a modified Hebbian covariance rule:

€ 

Δwij = εσ iσ j f+(wij ) if σ i &σ j ≥ 0

€ 

Δwij = εσ iσ j f−(wij ) if sign(σ i) & sign(σ j ) < 0

Here, σ.  is the firing rate variance (σ. = r.(t) –r. ), with r. = 1/5 * ∑5
l=1

 r(t-l)).  The f±(wij) are

functions that describe the weight dependence of the magnitude of synaptic changes (see

below). ε is the learning rate.  Under this rule, LTP is induced if both the pre- and post-

synaptic firing rate variances are positive; LTD is induced if either the pre- or post-

synaptic variance is positive while the other is negative (negative covariance).  If both

pre- and post-synaptic variances are negative, no synaptic change is made.  W was

constrained to the range [0 1]:

€ 

W∈[01]

after every weight update by clipping.

Furthermore, the sum of synaptic weights to a particular unit was held constant at 1:
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€ 

wi.
i=1

N

∑ =1

by divisive normalization after each song iteration.  The exact schedule of enforcement of

these constraints was not crucial.

As noted above, our learning rule includes terms that modulate the magnitude of synaptic

potentiation (f+(wij)) and depression (f-(wij)) as a function of the current synaptic weight.

These terms are necessary because the rule is highly competitive, as has been

documented for STDP, and pushes synapses towards the extremes of the allowed values

(here, 0 and 1), i.e. a two-state solution.  As the observed encoding of convergence

probability is graded, so too should the synaptic strengths.  Therefore, to alleviate the

issue of strong competition, we follow the work of Gutig et al79, who introduced a

function (here f±(wij)) that dictates that the magnitude of potentiation and depression are

themselves dependent upon the current weight of the synapse:

€ 

f+(wij ) = (1− wij )
β

€ 

f−(wij ) = α wij
β

The α term dictates the magnitude of synaptic depression relative to potentiation; as α

increases, so to does the ratio of depression to potentiation.  It has been shown for STDP

that the ratio of depression to potentiation influences the amount of competition induced

by the learning rule38.  This property was observed for our learning rule as well; as α
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increased, so too did the amount of competition.  Conversely, β is a term that directly

induces synaptic homogenization: as β increases, so does the magnitude of homogenizing

forces.  For non-zero β, as synaptic weight increases, the magnitude of potentiation

decreases while the magnitude of depression increases.  This has the net effect of 'pulling'

synaptic weights towards the value 1/N, i.e. a homogenous state.  Therefore, these two

parameters allow the rule to balance the opposing forces of competition and

homogenization and thus enable stable learning of input statistics.  For each bird, the

values of α and β that on average yielded W as close to C was used.  We note that the

error surfaces across birds suggests that a single value of α and β could have been used

for all birds with out significantly altering the results presented here.

All results presented are the average of five simulations for each bird using a randomly

seeded initial weight matrix (±5% deviation from 1/N).  During each simulation, the

network experienced a unique sequence of syllable transitions that obeyed the first-order

Markov probabilities for that bird.  Each run was allowed to run for 1000 iterations of

simulated song experience.
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